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CHAPTER - I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Mankind is a rational and civilized being and since its evolution, it has been

surviving by adapting to various kinds of environments, while a number of other

animal and plant species became extinct before and after the mankind appeared on

the earth. Changes are a universal and continuous phenomenon, which is found in

all over the societies at all times.1 Therefore, people have adjusted their ways of

living to the changing environment from historical times. It means people's

livelihood strategy to survive constitutes a very important aspect. A livelihood

comprises the people's capabilities, assets (social resources) and activities required

for a means of their living. People's livelihood strategy to adapt to the changing

environmental condition differs over space and by social groups. Cultural values

of people in the same space can create differences in the pattern of adaptation from

one ethnic group to another.2In the same way, adoption pattern of the same ethnic

group may have different adaptive strategies in different places due to the physical

environment and availability of natural resources. People are engaged in different

types of social and economic activities to earn money in order to fulfill their

needs, which are also known as livelihood strategy. Some of the occupational

caste groups have given continuity to their traditional ways of earning livelihood

1 Kapil Babu Dahal (2001), Struggling with Development: A case Study of the Changing Livelihood

Strategies of the Baramus from Western Nepal, (Unpublished M.A. dissertation) Central Department

of Sociology/Anthropology, T.U. Kirtipur, p.1.
2 B. P. Subedi and R. Pandey (2000), “Livelihood Strategies of Rai Communities in Arun Valley:

Continuty and Change,” Vegetation and society: their Interaction in the Himalayan, T.U., Nepal and

University of Borgan, P. 157.
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while others have changed or diversified.3 Developmental process influences the

spatial ecological and cultural pattern of adaptation and also changes the

livelihood strategies of the particular group.

Developmental process plays an important role in changing human livelihood

strategies. Similarly, grain agriculture is a necessary condition for the development

of civilization even if there are other conditions as well.4 Therefore, agriculture is

the backbone of development whereas development is a means or a process that

indirectly influences the human activities. The term development may different

things to different people. After the second world war, development has become

one of the most widely used, misused, abused and consequently confused term.5 In

the early post war era, the notion of development was equated with economic

growth and the reapplication of socio-economic and political orders found in

western industrial nations. James D. Woljensohn (President of the World Bank)

says: "Our new framework is a holistic and integrated approach to development

strategies and programs that highlights the interdependence of all aspects of

development strategy - social, structural, human, institutional, environmental,

economic and financial."6

According to World Development report 1999, "The challenge of development…

is to improve the quality of life. Especially in the world's poor countries, better

quality of life generally calls for higher incomes- but it involves much more. It

encompasses as ends in themselves better education, higher standards of health

3 Ramesh Kumar Rai (2004), Livelihood Strategies of Occupational Communities (Damai and Kami)

in Panchakanya and Namsaling VDC, Illam (Unpublished M.A. Dissertation), Central Department of

Geography, T.U., p.1.
4 Kawakita Jero (1974), The hills Magars and their Neighbors: (Hill peoples surrounding the Ganges

plain), Tokai University press, P. 144.
5 Kapil Babu Dahal (2001), Struggling with Development: A Case Study of the Changing Livelihood

Strategies of the Baramus from Western Nepal (Unpublished Dissertation, T.U., p.5.
6 Michal P. Todaro, Economic Development 8th edition, New York University and the population

council and Stephen C. Smith, George Washington University. p. 110.
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and nutrition, less poverty, a cleaner environment, more equality of opportunity,

greater individual freedom, and a richer cultural life.7

Regarding the sustainable development process, M.L. Jhingan says:- "Bettering

people's health and educational opportunities, giving everyone the chance to

participate in public life helping to ensure a clean environment and promoting

intergenerational equity and much more."8 After reading this definition, everybody

mostly prefers development refer as equal opportunities and rights of human on

natural resources.

In the developing countries, most of the people live in rural area. In the context of

Nepal more than 80 percent of people live in rural area. And the livelihood

condition of rural people is very poor and miserable. Despite the rural life is rather

hard, the villagers maintain their survival in their own way as per the context. The

rural life has become harder as the development in agriculture fails to meet our

expectation. Consequently, the rural people have been trapped in the vicious circle

of poverty and unemployment. They have become town oriented as they flock to

towns in search of employment. The people, therefore, have been compelled to

adopt new way of earning livelihood by changing the traditional one.

Modernization and globalization also change traditional livelihood.

Nepal is a country replete with geographical, ethnic, linguistic and cultural

variations. Broadly, Magars are classified into two classes: (i) Tibeto Nepalese

Race (ii) Indo-Nepalese Race or Mongolian and Aryan. The present study deals

with the Mongoloid group of livelihood strategies among the Magar communities

from Dangse, Ward no-10 of Waling municipality in Syangja district. Magars

have been traditionally engaged in mining, agriculture, masonry since the ancient

time and joining the Nepalese, the British and the Indian armies for the last two

7 Michel P. Todaro and Stephen c. Smith, Ibid, P.17.
8 M.L. Jhingan (2001), The Economics of Development and Planning, Delhi, Vrinda Publicatins p.  22i.
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and half centuries. Nowadays, the Magars, however, have adopted agriculture and

army services as their major occupations. Meanwhile, the trend to adopt teaching,

masonry or foreign labour migration for employment as the ways of earning

livelihood is slowly rising in the Magar community. This study attempts to

examine the Magar community and their areas in relation its resources and

environment in a changing context. It intends to examine and analyze how they

have been influenced by developmental process, and experienced rapid socio-

cultural, economic and environmental changes over generations and how their

adaptive strategies have evolved in a changing context.

1.2 The Magar

The Magars, who are supposed to have entered Nepal ahead of the rest of the other

communities, constitute the largest ethnic community among ethnic communities

spread over Nepal. According to the population census of 2001, the Magar

occupies 7.01 percent of the total population of Nepal. The Magars, who live in

the middle part of the hilly region of Nepal, form the largest community among

various communities having Tibto-Burman origin.9 While broadly classifying the

ethnic communities of Nepal, we can observe two main classes: (1) Tibeto

Nepalese race-This clan consists of two sub classes: - (a) Tibetan Group and (b)

Ancient Nepalese Group. Tibetan group consists of Bhotes, Sherpas, and Thakalis

whereas ancient Nepalese group includes Newars, Tamangs, Magars, Gurungs,

Sunuwars, Rais, Limbus, Budhas, Rokas and Tharus. (2) Indo-Nepalese race: It,

too, consists of two sub classes: (a) Nepalese Group (b) Indian Group. Nepalese

group includes Bahuin, Chhetris, Khas and Thakuries whereas Indian Group

consists of Terains, Garhwalis and Kumals.10 Though Magars are found

throughout the Nepalese Kingdom, Gandaki, Dhawalagiri and Lumbini zones are

9 Toni Hagon, "Nepalko Chanari", Himal Association Patandhoka, P.B.O. 166, Lalitpur Nepal-2058, p.

49.
10 Nirmal Rimal et. al…"Nepal: District Profile" A district wise socio economic profile.
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the main habitats of the Magars. On the basis of the ethnic state, Nepal had been

divided into three states: Magarat state, Kirat state and Khasan state. At present

the Magars live both in the highland and the low land as well as from east to west

all over the area in Nepal. The Magars can be divided into two classes: - (a)

Athara Panthi (b) Barha Panthi.11 Athara Panthi Magars live mainly in Rapti and

Dhawalagiri zones whereas the Barha Panthi Magars are concentrated in Lumbini

and Gandaki zones. On the basis of language, Magars are divided into three types:

Kham, Magar and Kaduk.

Magar's origins are lost in obscurity and the tribes seem to have been part of the

very ancient influx of Mongoloid, Tibeto-Burman speaking people into Nepal,

probably from the North and East.12 The Magars are the westernmost of the larger

ancient Nepalese ethnic groups and live on the western and southern flanks of

Dhaulagiri-massif.13 They are to be found in the districts of Palpa, Syangja,

Tanahun, Piuthan, Dailekh, Gorkha and Dhading.  They are also scattered in the

Eastern Hill and the Eastern Inner Terai.  It has been assumed that they are the

aborigines of Sikkim, whence they were driven by the Lepchas westward into the

country of the Limboos, and by these later further wests still.14 Their extension in

the Eastern Nepal seems to be related to the advancement of the Gurkha army after

the conquest of the Kathmandu Valley, as the large section of the Gurkha army

consisted of the Magars and the Gurungs.  The Magars seem to inhabit the higher

hills than the Newars, the Chhetris and the Brahmans,15 but lower than the

Gurungs, and in the south, however, their settlement stands immediately north of

the foothills.16 The Magars under their chief Mukunda Sen of Palpa had ransacked

the Kathmandu Valley in the twelfth century.

11 Kawakita Jiro "The Hills Magars and Their Neighbors", Ed. Tokai University, Japan, 1974, P.63.
12 Hitchock, op. cit., p. 4.
13 Hagen, op. cit., p. 68.
14 Hooker, op. cit., p. 95.
15 Bista, op. cit., p. 49.
16 Morris, op. cit., p. 184.
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The Magars are the first aborigine Nepalese tribe to be converted into Hinduism

after the conquest of the Western Hill by the Rajputs who had took refuge in

Nepal during the Muslim invasion of India.  However, the Magars, though,

Hindunised do not fall into any Hindu caste hierarchy like most of the aboriginal

ethnic groups of the Hill except the Newars who have their own caste hierarchy.

Animism plays a dominant role in the life of the Magars.  The Magars in most

northerly settlements in and around the important trading centre of Tarakot on the

Barbung River have largely adopted their religion, their way of life, their clothes

to that of the Tibetans.17 Magar settlements in the Hills are compact. Magar

houses in neighbouring Tibetan settlement are of massive house with flat roofs.

But the majority of the Magars living in the Midlands have two storey houses of

dry-stone walls with thatch or slate roofs.  Ale, Pun, Rana, Thapa, and Burathoki

are the main clans of the Magars with equal social standing.18 Marriage is

exogamous, but out of their patrilineage.  Marriage is by arrangement and cross

cousin marriage is dying out.  Agriculture is the main occupation of the Magars

and they are also skilled craftsmen. There are masons, carpenters, stonecutters,

bridge-builders and blacksmith among the Magars.  Primitive mining, especially

copper, is in the hand of the Magars.19 During the winter they move down to the

Terai and the Inner Terai and manufacture bamboo materials to sell. The Magars

are the most famous of the martial races of Nepal and they constitute the largest

number of Gurkha soldiers outside Nepal.20 The Magars are noted for their

honesty, discipline and good humour. The recent migrations of the Magars in the

Terai and the Inner Terai indicate that they are the most labourious of the

immigrants and they even outclassed the indigenous Tharus in their hard labour.

The Magar language belongs to the Tibeto-Burman language groups. The Magar

speaking population in the country has declined from 273,780 persons in 1952/54

17 Hagen, op. cit., p. 69.
18 H.M.S.O., op. cit., p.45
19 Hagen, op. cit., p. 69.
20 Bista, op. cit., p. 58.
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to 254,675 persons in 1961. The decline in their number is the result of adopting

Nepali as the mother tongue. More than 50 percent of the Magar speaking

population is concentrated in the Western Hill with largest number in the district

of Palpa, the traditional home of the Magars.  Kaski, Tanahun and Syangja are the

other important districts in the Western Hill. Magar speaking population in the

Eastern Nepal is found in the districts of Udayapur, Chhathum, Sindhuli and

Tehrathum, and in the Far western Hill in Dailekh and Sallyan.  The number of

Magar speaking population is on increase in the Terai, the Inner Terai and the

Kathmandu Valley while it is decreasing in the Hill.

1.3 The Magar Ethnic group

Every country tends to have religious, cultural, linguistic diversities. Nepal, too, is

not exception. We can classify the Nepalese people into two categories:

Mongoloids and Aryans. Socio-cultural diversity has been manifested in terms of

ethnic, linguistic and cultural diversities. The population census of 2001 has

enlisted a total 101caste/ethnic groups. Among these ethnic groups, Adibasi

Janajati Utthan Rastriya Pratisthan (National Foundation for the Development of

the Indigenous Nationalities) has enlisted 59 as indigenous ethnic groups. Before

1991, only 60 ethnic groups had been identified and enlisted. Among them, there

were 2 groups in the Mountain region, 29 groups in the hill region and 29 groups

in the Terai. Among all indigenous ethnic groups, the Magar is the largest one

with respect to population size. It has its own typical language and culture.

According to Government Human Development Index 2001 prepared on the basis

of literacy rate, building, land ownership, business, language, population,

education (Diploma or above), various ethnic groups (as per the classification of

the working group formed under the co-ordination of Om Gurung, the general

secretary of Nepal Indigenous Ethnic Groups Association) have been classified

into following five categories: (1) Endangered group (2) Extremely marginalized

group (3) Marginalized group (4) Underprivileged group (5) Advance group.
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Among these various groups, the Magar community is one of the underprivileged

groups. So, it is also known as one of the backward ethnic groups as well.

The Magars are the traditionally well-unified tribal society of Nepal in the sense

that they live in their traditional habitats with marked internal social cohesion and

unity.21 This study focuses only on Magars who had played a vital role in the

establishment of Gorkha state and in the unification of Nepal. Ironically, today the

same ethnic group falls under one of the underprivileged groups.

The Magars, who are distributed in all the districts of Nepal, (Annex-I) constitute

third most populated ethnic community. In the context of indigenous nationalities,

Magars occupy the first position. While comparing the populations of various

ethnic communities in accordance with language, Magars occupy the seventh

position. Very least Magars speak their mother tongue (Annex-V). As per the

Development Region wise (Annex-II), the Western Region is the most Magar

populated whereas the Hilly Region, as per ecological Region wise, is the most

Magar populated (Annex-III).  If we look into this issue district wise, The Magar

language speakers are most densely concentrated on Palpa. The Eastern

Development Region, however, consists of the largest Magar speaking community

despite the fact that the Western Region is the origin of the Magars   (Annex-IV).

In all, the Magars occupy 7.1 percent out of the total population (Annex-VI).

1.4 Statement of the problem

The origin of the Magars is lost in obscurity and they have been part of the ancient

influx of Mongoloid, Tibeto-Burman speaking people into Nepal probably from

the North and the East. The Magars are such an ethnic group who has adopted

agriculture as their main occupation and they are also skilled craftsmen. They are

21 Pro. Dr. V. B. Kansakar, Emigration Remittances and Rural Development, CEDA, T.U., Kirtipur,

KTM, Nepal-1982, P.35
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masons, carpenters, stonecutters, bridge-builders and blacksmiths among the

Magars. Primitive mining, especially copper, is in the hand of the Magars. In the

past they were mostly found in the former districts of Palpa, Syangja, Tanahu,

Piuthan, Dailekh and the Eastern Inner Tarai and now they are spread all over

Nepal. The Magars are the most famous of the martial races of Nepal and they

constitute the largest number of Gurkha soldiers outside Nepal. They hold jobs in

the armies of foreign countries like Great Britain (U.K.), Singapore and India as

well as Nepal. Nowadays causes of modernization results in the disappearing of

the unique culture and traditional as well as social organizations of the Magars.

Now India has stopped to hire Nepalese people in its army and British and

Singapore have also curtailed vacancy. So, they tend to go as foreign labour

migrant workers in the Gulf countries and other countries. As a result, the whole

traditional way of life of the Magar people is changing. Keeping in view of this

situation, this research study attempts to examine the changing livelihood strategy

and socio-cultural condition of the Magars of Dangse in the Ward no. 10 of

Waaling Municipality. Particularly, this studies endeavour to find out the ethno-

history, socio-cultural, livelihood aspect, demographic condition and changing

occupation as a way of life of the Magars.

1.5 Objectives of the Study

The general objectives of this study are to examine the changing livelihood

strategies of Magar and describe the way of earning livelihood. As well as how

they have been influenced by development and /modernization. The main

objectives of this study are as follows:

1. To analyze the occupational change among the Magars in study area;

2. To explore the change in the present alternative livelihood strategies

especially over generation; and

3. To examine how the development has affected their livelihood strategy.
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1.5 Significance of the Study

The Magars as an indigenous ethnic group represent the largest population in

comparison to all ethnic groups in Nepal and had played vital role in the

unification of Nepal during the reign of King Prithvi Narayan Shah. So the present

study will be very important for introducing this ethnic community to the world.

Trabelian's statement referring to the importance of the history says, "If there was

no pen in the hand of your ancestors, certainly, the history is susceptible for you.

Surely, you cannot get the reality about your ancestors from the history." Thus, the

introduction of these people to the world is possible only through the study of their

ethnic status and the written history.

The Magars are deprived from privileges. They have their own identity and

occupation but they are affected by modernization as well as sanskritization. This

study aims to find out their way of life, culture and tradition, occupations, and

impacts of developmental process as well as other several aspects of the

indigenous Magars of Waaling Municipality, ward no.10, Dangse. The socio-

economic change represents the living standard of particular community. It will be

more important for those groups who want to study about the Magars.

1.6 Limitation of the Study

This study depends mainly on primary information. Secondary information and

other administrative publications are also used wherever it is necessary.

Due to several limitations, this study covers only small portion of Waaling

Municipality, i.e. ward no.10, Dangse (Pekhu Deurali, Thana and Dangse). It

mainly focuses on the Magar community. Other communities have been slightly

dealt in relation to the communal relationship with the Magars.
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CHAPTER - II

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Literature related to livelihood aspect

Dahal (2001) studies the development and changes of livelihood strategy of the

Baramu community.22 The Baramus are struggling for survival and adapting to the

changing environment. He explains that change is a universal and continuous

phenomenon, which is found all over the societies. It means the world is

changeable. He deals with the changes in the livelihood strategies of the Baramus

from Arupokhari V.D.C. in Gorkha district. He finds that the Baramus were

historically Kipat holders but are not now. He explains that some non-Baramus in

their area have seized the land from them. A few Baramus have managed to take

benefit from Kipat. He also explains all the cultural and ritual system of the

Baramu community. Their Dole system collapsed and Bani system almost is on

the verge of collapse. Moreover, he explains the development process such as

transportation, market expansion and other facilities, which directly affects their

society.

Bhurtel (2000) has studied changing livelihood of the Kumals living in Pokhara

Valley of Western Nepal23. He describes the Kumal society, economy and cultural

aspect from the past to the present. He compares and analyzes their agriculture

system, pottery, fishing, wage labour and other alternatives ways from the past to

the present. Changes in resource management, both environment and human, have

affected their livelihood strategies on their traditional occupation. He indicates that

incidents and events have played momentous role in prompting gradual changes in

natural, socio-cultural or economic environments of the region.

22 Kapil Babu Dahal, Op Cit. 1.
23 Bidyanath Bhurtel "Changing Livelihood Strategies of the Kumals living in Pikhara valley of

Western Nepal, Unpublished M.A. dissertation submitted to C.D. of Anthropology, T.U., Kirtipur 2000.
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Bishop (1990) has studied strategies and seasonal rhythms in the Nepal's Himalaya

especially in Karnali Zone24. In his research study, Karnali Under Stress, he

argues three sections of livelihood issues like the subsistence system model, which

has constrained the Karnali's fate. In the subsistence system model, he discusses

the cultural economic and agricultural outputs or productions. The subsistence

system has included cultural attitude and training, ecological balance, agriculture

and livestock technology, population and their health. And he includes Niche in

Karnali's fate.

Subedi and Pandey (2002) have studied the livelihood strategy of Rai community

in Sitalpati and Makalu. Sitalpati is low land and Makalu is highland25. In these

both high land and lowland areas, the Rais have adopted various strategies to earn

their livelihoods. This earning livelihood strategy shows continuity as well as

change over space as they change over time. They change over time. They found

that in this study of livelihood strategies of the Rais in both locations (highland

and lowland) demonstrated similarities.

Goldman (1998) discusses the decentralization and sustainable rural livelihoods26.

He believes that decentralization insists sustainability of rural livelihood. He

points out decentralization is essentially the transfer of the locus of power and

decision making either downwards or to the other units or organizations.

Decentralization can have a profound effect on people's access to particular assets

like natural, human, social etc. He concludes that if people can have access to the

above assets then decentralization will be successful and the rural livelihood will

become more sustainable.

24 B.C. Bishop, Karnali under Stress, Chicago University of Chicago, 1990.
25 B.P. Subedi and R. Pandey, Op. Cit. 2.
26 Ian Goldman, Decentralization and Sustainable Rural Livelihoods. "Sustainable Livelihoods" (Ed.

Daina Carney), 1998.
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Quan (1998) has studied land tenure and sustainable rural livelihoods27. He points

out that land also provides an important component of more diverse livelihood

strategies for those, who rely at least on a part of off-farm employment income.

The importance of land tenure must be seen in a dynamic context of economic,

demographic, and agrarian change. He addresses that the land is the basis of small

holder agrarian livelihood. He has discussed the vulnerability of tenure issues and

their importance by giving examples of different countries like Sub Saharan

countries and Latin America countries.

Bhatta (1995) studies adoptive strategies of the Kumals28. It is an ecological

anthropological study of Chakratirtha V.D.C. of Lamjung. In his dissertation, he

mainly focuses on the socio-cultural pattern, ecological, technical activities,

interrelationship and interdependence through social interaction with other caste

groups. He finds that Lamjung's Kumals are changing their traditional culture and

occupation. And they are trying to get involved in the new fields of subsistence.

He also indicates that development, changing environment and the contact with

other castes mostly influence them.

Bhattrai (2001) has studied about rickshaw puller and their poverty29. He mainly

analyzes rickshaw puller and their way of earning livelihood in Birtamode, Jhapa.

He concludes that the condition of urban poor people is miserable at present. He

also observes their pessimistic view and optimistic view regarding their livelihood.

The main purpose of his study is to examine the socio-economic status, working

condition, working hour, earning, their income levels, consumption pattern and

27 Julian Quan, land Tenure and Sustainable Rural Livelihoods, "Sustainable Rural livelihoods", Ed.

Diana Carney), 1998.
28 Badrinath Bhatta, Adaptive Strategies of the Kumal: An Ecological Anthropological Study of

Chakratirtha VDC of Lamjing District, unpublished M.A. Dissertation, 1995
29 Krishna Prasad Bhattrai, Rickshaw Pulling as a Way of Warning Livelihood, Unpublished M.A.

Dissertation, 2001.
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relationship between income and expenditure of rickshaw pullers in Birtamode

area. He also finds that among rickshaw pullers, 22 percent are immigrants and

females are also involved in this profession due to low income of their husband.

Regmi (2000) studies the impact of modernization on the Prajapaties (the potters),

one of the Newar occupational caste group of Thimi, Bhaktapur.30 Her study was

descriptive in nature and aims at highlighting the existing situation of occupational

caste group. According to her study, modern utensils have replaced the traditional

types of products and the people who have been following their occupation are in

crisis and they are facing many problems to fulfill their basic needs. Moreover,

due to the large-scale production of durable and attractive plastics and aluminum

(utensils) goods, their pottery occupation is facing problem. So, she suggests that

if the earthen goods are glazed and designed artistically, their market will continue

even in future to assure them to have success in their traditional occupation.

Sijapati (1988) has described about the socio-economic status of the Sarkis living

in Jharuwarasi village, Lalitpur31. He studies that socio-economic condition and

skills lifecycle of the Sarkis. He finds that most of the Sarkis are engaged in

agriculture. They run their livelihoods from the agriculture, wage labour, masonry,

shoe making and basket making. They have not enough land for farming. Most of

them have small piece of land. Moreover, their annual income is very low and a

few of them are literate. She argues that their condition is very poor.

30 Mithu Regmi, On Occupational Caste Group: A Case Study o the Prajapatis (The porters) of

Madhayapur, Thimi Municiapality, Bhaktpur, Unpublished M.A. Dissertation, Patan Multiple Campus,

T.U., Lalitpur.
31 Madhav Sijapati, Socio Economic Profile of the Sarkis of Jharuwarasi village Panchayat,

Unpublished M.A. Dissertation, C.D. of Sociology/Anthropology, T.U. Kirtipur, 1988.
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Pandey (1987) has studied the livelihood of landlords and peasants.32 He analyzes

about the agriculture, farming, nutrition, health condition of women and children,

human resources, renewable resources, food policy, animal agriculture and

farming systems in Nepal. He finds that landless peasants started to encroach upon

the forest. The small portion of land provided by government for resettlement to

the migrants could not support them. The main employment opportunity for

peasants is agriculture labour, but it is seasonal and small area of farmland owned

by their clients has left them with limited opportunities. However, the number of

peasant has been increasing there.

Akroyd and Duncan (1998) have discussed appropriate framework for improving

the sustainability of rural livelihood33. They mainly highlight sector approach and

claim that it is a means of managing government's role in a sector. They argue that

the sector approach is essential to increase the effectiveness of development aid

and the sustainability of development projects.

Timilsina (2003) has studied impact of Bhimdhunga-Lamidanda Road on the

livelihood strategies of rural people34. He mainly focuses on rural urban linkage by

the road and its impacts on livelihood of rural people. He concludes that

development takes place everywhere and every society for changing environment.

So, he argues development is needed to improve rural infrastructure like

economic, social etc.

32 Tulsi Ram Pandey, Livelihood of Landless Peasants: A Study of Evicted Resettles, (HMG-USAID-

GTZ-IDRC), 1987.

33 Stephen Akroyd and Alex Duncan, The Sector Approach "Sustainable Rural Livelihoods",

Sustainable Rural Livelihoods, Led, Daina carney, 1998.
34 Krishna Prasad Timilsina, Impact of Bhimdhunga-Lamidanda-Road on the Livelihood Strategies of

Rural People: A Case Study of Jivanpur VDC, Dhading District, Unpublished M.A., Dissertation in
Geography T.U.,Kirtipur, 2003.
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Tashi and Pratap (2000) emphasizes on livestock for sustaining on Tibetan

highland35. They try to provide an analysis of the trends, issues and options of

livestock based food security in the Tibetan highlands. They argue that livestock is

the only means of sustaining their food security and livelihood.

Rai (2004) has studied about livelihood strategies of occupational communities

especially Damai and Kami in Panchakanya and Namsaling V.D.C., Ilam36. He

analyzes that the so-called untouchable caste (Dalits) are subordinated by high

castes. He points out that their main occupation such as Damai musicians and the

Kamis are blacksmith and goldsmith. This traditional occupation is affecting the

developmental processes and globalization. Basically, they have shifted towards

agriculture and other economic activities. He finds that they have changed their

traditional occupation into the diverse economic activities like agriculture, wage

labour, petty business etc. He concludes that road-construction, market facilities,

imported readymade goods and commercialization of agriculture are the main

factors behind the change. However, the development activities have brought

positive impact on their ways of life and means of livelihood.

2.2 Literature related to the Magars

Baral Magar (2050) has studied about the origin, naming, and various surnames,

and about social and religious life of the Magar people in his book entitled Palpa,

Tanahu ra Syangja ka Magar haruko sanskriti (The culture of the agars of Palpa,

Tanahu and Syangja)37. He has described that the origin of the Magars is the

35 Nyima Tashi and Tej Pratap, Livestock Based Livellhoods in Tibet, Chaina and Sustainability

Concerns, Contribution of Livestock to Mountain Livelihoods, 2000.
36 Ramesh Kumar Rai, Livelihood Strategies of Occupational Communities (Damai and Kami) in

Panchakanya and Namsaling VDC, Illam, Unpublished M.A., Dissertation in Geography, T.U.,

Kirtipur, 2004.
37 Kesharjung Baral Magar, "Palpa, Tanahun and Syangja ka Magarharuko Sanskriti", Nepal Rajkiya

pragya prathisthan, Kamaladi, 2050 B.S.
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western region of Nepal. It has been divided into Barha Magarat and Athara

Magarat. He analyzes that Athara Magarat Magars are called Athara Panthi and

they speak Kham language and some Magars, who live in Dolpa, speak Kaike

language and other Barha Magarat Magars are called Barha Panthi, they speak

Magar language, which is spoken in the Gandak area.

He mainly focused on culture of Magars residing in Syangja, Palpa and Tanahu.

Despite it is not possible to fix any particular place as the mainland of Magars, he

argues that the mid hill region of the western part of Nepal is the mainland of

Magar (place of origin). He further expresses that the Magarat region would be

called Magarlok while the inhabitants of that place would be called Magar. The

typical Magar culture is on the verge of extinction because of its contact with

Aryan and other ethnic groups. In such context, the Magar culture, as he opines,

needs protection.

Hamilton Francis (1819) describes the Magar's nature as helpful and generous in

his book, An Account of Kingdom of Nepal.38 They heartily welcomed Rajputs

and they adopted their behavior and culture. It is mentioned that Gorkha's royal

family arrived from Chitaura and they were not Rajputs. Instead, they were from

the Magar family. The elder brother Khancha (Karancha) Khan was the founder of

Matawali branch and the younger brother Mincha Khan was the King of Nuwakot

adopting Janai system.

Kawakita Jiro (1974, vol. III), in his book the entitled " The Hill Magars and their

neighbors" describes the Magar rituals of Shikha valley and their livelihood

strategies. 39 He describes not only the Magars but also their neighborhood.

Despite the influence of Hinduism, Magars believe in Shamanism, and celebrate

38 Francis Buchann Hemelton, "An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal", New Delhi, Manjushree

Publishing House, 1819.
39 Kawakita Jero, "The Hill Magars and their neighbors", Vol. III, (ed. Tokai University, Japan), 1974.
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various festivals and worship, various god and goddess in their own ways.

Because of the huge influence of Hinduism they easily celebrate the festivals like

Dashain and Tihar. Magar have developed interconnection with the people of

other castes in the society. He observes Magars as the most sociable, unselfish and

helpful ethnic group in the society. He has also observed the majority of Pun

Magars, who believe in traditional customs like Shamanism and Kuldeuta (God of

a Clan). He argues that the Magars' life is inseparably connected to the forest,

pastureland and livestock.

Bista (1967) has discussed the identification of Magar people and their social and

cultural customs in his book, Peoples of Nepal.40" In the article entitled "Hami

Magar" he has pointed that the Magars have inhabited middle hill and western hill

of the Nepal. He argues that the basis of Magar economy is agriculture, which is

largely self-sufficient.

Hitchcock (1966)41, in his book, The Magars of Banyan Hills has conducted his

study on Magars. He has proved that Magars have been divided into two kinds:

Barha Magarat and Atharha Magarat. The Barha Magarat consists of the surnames

like Rana, Thapa, Ale, Burathoki etc. and their language is called Magar kura. On

the other hand, the Atharha Magarat consists of surnames like Bura, Gharti, Pun,

Roka etc. and their language is called Kham kura. Hitchcock has made a wide

discussion on social, economic, political, cultural, and familial and other various

aspects of Magars. He has mainly depicted the cultural aspects like worshipping

gods and goddess, marriage system and other customs.

40 Kawakita Jero, Ibid, 39.
41 Hitchock John T. "The Magars of Banyan Hill", University of California, Los Angeles, 1966.
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Khattri (1995), in his book "Adaptive System of the Magar People", he has

made an ethnological case study of Magars of Argal V.D.C., Baglung.42 He has

observed that the Atharaha Panthi Magars live in this area. Moreover, he has

described customs, manners, behaviors and culture of the newcomers and natives.

The systems of Athrha Panthi Magars are different from that of Barha Panthi

Magars. The Magars neither have they been influenced by Hindusim nor have they

been by Buddhism. They do not have either a Brahmin priest or a Buddhist Lama

to get their rituals performed. Instead, they use the eldest son or daughter of the

family. They do not have the custom of giving Sindoor in the marriage. However,

they perform rituals like Kulpooja, Bayu puja. They do not know their mother

tongue. They have adopted traditional cultivations and animal husbandry as the

means of earning livelihood. They weave Kilfa (Doko), Nanglo, Gundri etc by

using local resources. It has helped them to earn money. Though the Magars tend

to join the army, only a few Magar people Baglung have joined the army. No one

has joined British army yet. The youths of present generation tend to go to India

for earning money. Their co-operation can be observed in fairs and cultivation.

Therefore, Magars are considered as unselfish, honest and sincere ethnic group.

Budhathoki (2002) has focused on the ethno-sociological study and the pattern of

social changes among the Magars of Kandebas V.D.C. of Baglung43 District. He

finds that they have adopted Hindu rites and rituals in large scale. He explains the

social organization, kinship, culture and economy of Magar community.

According to him, due to the continuous contact, political and economic

dominance of Aryans, they have changed the social rituals. He concludes that

society and culture of Magar people are changing because of Hindunization,

Sanskritisation, modernization and westernization. The process of joining the

42 Man Bahadur Khattri, Adaptive System of the Magar people: An ethno-ecological Case Study of

Argal VDC, Baglung District, C.D. of Sociology/Anthropology, T.U., Kirtipur, 1995.
43 Tejendra Bahadur Budhathoki, Social Change among Magars: An Ethno-sociological Case Study of

Kandebas VDC, Baglung District, C.D. of Sociology/Anthropology, T.U., Kirtipur, 2002.
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foreign army and migrating to Gulf countries for employment has brought positive

impact in the economic condition of the Magars.

Rijal (2003), in his thesis, Socio-economic Status of Magars: A Case Study of

Imadol V.D.C., Lalitpur, analyzes that Magars' economic condition is very low

and expenditure is high.44 He also describes that Magars have their own way of

performing birth, marriage and deities of Hindu phantom as well as Buddhist

phantom. Unskilled labour, agriculture, service, animal husbandry are the main

sources of livelihood of Magar. He states that Magar culture is slowly

disappearing due to the modernization and Hindunization.  And Imadol Magars do

not speak their own language. Instead, they speak Nepali (Khas). Though the

Magar families are matriarchal, but males dominate females because the females

are mostly uneducated. Most of the people have not received higher education. So,

they are complied with unskilled wages labour to solve their hand to mouth

problem.

Gurung (1996) in his Ph.D. dissertation, Customary System of Natural

Resources Management among the Tarami Magars of Western Nepal, claims

that Tarami Magars claim themselves to be pure Atharha Panthi Magar, and they

are not affected by Hinduism.45 They have their own culture and able to preserve

their culture. He argues that the Tarami Magar are not untouchable caste but other

Magars do not accept certain types of cooked food from their hands or establish

marriage relation with them. The Tarami Magars eat beef whereas other Magars

abstain from it. Thus the Tarami Magar is different from other Magars like Thapa,

Pun, and Budhathoki. However, they are Magars, and they also perform sorathi

dance and many other rituals the way other Magars do. He finds that they believe

44 Prativha Rijal, Socio-economic Status of Magars: A Case Study of Imadol VDC, Lalitpur, C.D. of

Sociology/Anthropology, T.U., Kirtipur, 2003.
45 Om Prasad Gurung, "Customary Systems of Natural Resource Management Among Tarami

Magars of Western Nepal" Faculty o Graduate School of Cornell University (Ph. D.), 1996
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in Jhakri Pratha (Shamanism). So, they do not use Hindu jaisi for naming

ceremony.

Khadka (1995) describes customs, tradition, occupation language, religion and

several other aspects of Magars residing in Pokhendanda, Argakhanchi.46 She

concludes that by birth Magars are Buddhist but they are influenced by Hinduism

and have been celebrating all Hindu festivals. Lack of knowledge and

infrastructure of the development processes, agriculture pattern is old, and they

have not been utilizing modern technology in agriculture. She finds that the

Magars are economically very poor and uneducated. So their lifestyle is miserable

one.

Sarankoti (2001), in his thesis, analyzes that poverty of Nepalese as well as the

Magars of Manhawliya V.D.C. 47 He claims that the Magar is one of the poorest

tribes among the indigenous people of Nepal. He argues that most of the youngest

people are not interested to get involved in income generation activities. They

spend most of their times in playing, singing and dancing. He also finds that most

of the Magars are interested in various games and joining the British or Indian

army because of having physical fitness and greed of handsome salary. He

concludes that there are problems like unemployment, illiteracy, malnutrition, and

lack of youth mobilization.

Manandhar (2056) in his research, Magar jati ko sanskritik Janjiban: Ek

Adhyayan (A study of the cultural life of the Magar ethnic gorup), has made a

study of the Magars living in Champadevi V.D.C.48 He has mentioned that the

46 Meera Khadka, A Socio-economic Study of the Magars of a Hill Village: A Case Study of

Pokhedanda, Arghakhanchi, C.D. of Sociology/Anthropology, T.U., Kirtipur, 1995.
47 Ramesh Sing Sarankoti, The Nature of poverty in Magar Community: A Case Study of

Madhawaliya VDC, Rupandehi district, M.A. Dissertation, C.D. of Economics, Kirtipur, 2001.
48 Puspa Narayan Manandhar, Magar Jati Ko Sanskritic janajiban: Ek Adhyyan, ShikshadhyaKsha ko

Karyalaya, Anusandhan Mashakha, T.U., Kirtipur, 2056.
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Magars, who live the hilly regions of the Mid-Western part of the kingdom, are

one of the indigenous ethnic groups of Nepal. Their language belongs to Tibeto-

Burman Language groups. Their ancestors had played a vital role in consolidation

of the modern Nepal by helping Prithvi Narayan Shah in the reunification of

Nepal. He has described the Magars as amiable, honest, self-reliant and brave

people. According to him, the Magars have been engaged in military service as

well as civil service since the time of Prithvi Narayan Shah. Manandhar has also

clarified the issues like origin of the major ethnic group, manners, culture etc. Like

other scholar, he has also mentioned agriculture and animal husbandry as the main

occupations of the Magars. He found their economic condition poor.

Thapa (2060), in his seminar paper on "Geographical Distribution of Magars in

Nepal", has mentioned that the Magars can be seen in every district of the

Nepalese Kingdom.49 Explaining the variation in distribution pattern of the Magars

in Nepal, he h reached to the conclusion that the largest number of Magars lives in

the Western Development Region, which is the origin of the Magar people.

Moreover, the Magars have been established as one of the indigenous ethnic

groups of Nepalese kingdom. He equally considers that the Hindu invasion has led

Magar culture and language almost to extinction. So, they need protection. He has

also asserted that the Magars should be united to protect their culture and

language. He argues that the state should also do something for the protection of

the Magar culture since it is one of the cultural heritages of the kingdom.

Pandey (2060) in his book Nepal ka Janajatiharu (The indigenous ethnic groups of

Nepal) has mentioned that among the Chaubise kingdoms, several kingdoms

constituted the Magar kingdoms before unification of Nepal.50 At first, those

Magar kingdoms were known as Magaraj. Later on, they were called Magarat. The

49 Kamal Bahadur Thapa, "Geographical Distribution of Magar in Nepal" Seminar Paper, C.D. of

Geography, T.U., Kirtipur, 2061.
50 Madusudan Pandey, "Nepal ka janjatiharu" Pairabi Prakashan, 2060.
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so-called Sen Thakuri living in the Magarat were also Magars. They belonged to

the ruling class. Pandey pinpoints the land between Karnali region and Gandaki

region as the mainland of the Magars. Though Magars live in the mid hilly region,

they migrated to the Terai because of the difficult life in the hill. He observed that

the Magars have their own language. In the Magarat area, there are a few places in

which the Magars do not understand any other language except their own Magar

language. However, the Magars living outside Magarat prefer Nepali. Pandey has

also mentioned population, superstition, entertainment, marriage custom, clans,

death rituals and other various aspects of the Magars. The Magars are skilled in

the works like cutting stone, building homes, mining etc. Apart from all these,

they join the army. The Magars have majority over ethnic groups in the study area.

Agriculture and animal husbandry have been mentioned as their main occupations.

As they are superstitious, they take resort to Shamanism. He has mentioned

Maruni Dance as their most popular folk culture.

Ghimire (2003) in his thesis, Livelihood Strategy of the Mgars Living in

Kurule Tenupa V.D.C., Dhankuta, deals with various aspects of the Magars like

their origin, clan, distribution, socio-cultural aspects and their position in Nepalese

society.51 He has made a thorough study of educational status, occupational

structure and settlement pattern of the Magars. He also clarifies socio-economic

status, continuity and change as well as the resource management system prevalent

among the Magar ethnic group. He claims that most of Magars depend on

agriculture and animal husbandry. He concludes that the increased numbers of the

Magars are gradually leaving their traditional occupation in favor of relatively

secure occupations of economic opportunities available today that apparently

promise them better life. He finds that Magars' traditional culture has almost

collapsed. Moreover, population density is high but literacy is very low. Due to the

51 Rebati Prasad Ghimire, "Livelihood Strategy of Magars Living in Kurule Tenupa VDC, Dhankuta,"

M.A., Dissertation, C.D. of Geography, T.U., Kirtipur, 2003.
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lack of knowledge, level of poverty is increasing. He suggests that both

governmental and non-governmental organizations and institutions should uplift

them from present conditions of poverty by launching various developmental

programs and maintaining a balanced economic condition with the community. He

also recommended that cultural aspects such as Jhaure, Dohori geet and Maruni

Naach should be preserved.

Bhattari (1999) in his book, Encyclopedia General Knowledge and Social

Studies, has made a detail study of physical structure, origin, and settlement etc of

Magars.52 He claims that the Magars of Nepal have close blood relation with the

Hurn of India and the Magyar of Hungary. Like other scholars, Bhattrai also

pinpoints agriculture, animal husbandry and army service as the major occupations

of the Magars. The Magars, who have their own language, culture and life style,

worship Mashto as their god. In general, they get the priest from their own

community (who is called Bhusal) to perform various rituals. However, they have

started to hire the Bahun priest these days. He argues that new values have

replaced the traditional ones as the education has been disseminated in the Magar

community as well.

Pun Magar (2050) in his book Magar Pujari ra Devsthalharu: Ek Adhdhyan

(The Magar Priest and the Places of worship: A Study), has undertaken a detail

study of the temples of various places and the Magar priests. Apart from this, he

deals with religion, culture, language and history of the Magars. Bhushal Ranas

are the priests of the Magars, and they perform all rituals related to Magarati

culture. He has identified more than forty temples and Gumbas in the Nepalese

kingdom. Among them, he has made a detail analysis of the popular sacred places

like Manakamana and Kalika Mandir of Tahanu by undertaking the field study. As

far as historical aspect is concerned, he has enlisted the Magar as one of the

52 Gyaneshor Bhattrai, "Encyclopedia General Knowledge and Social Studies" Ashish Pustak Bhandar,

Bagbazar, KTM, 1999.
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indigenous groups of Nepal with their unrecorded history dating back to five

thousand years old. The Magars had established the human settlement for the first

time in the Nepalese kingdom. He has mentioned that the Magar ethnic group is

one of the branches of the Kirat branch.

A very short introduction to Magar people, who live in Palpa, Gulmi and Syangja

has also been mentioned in the Volume 3 of Mechi Dekhi Mahakali Samma,

1974, (From Mechi to Mahakali It also explains the Magar culture and other socio-

cultural changes.

Sharma (1990) in his book, Hamro Samaj Ek Adhyayan (A Study of Our

Society), has described the Magar clans and sub-clans.53 They are: Thapa Magars;

with one hundred thirty four subgroups, Rana Magars: with one hundred twenty

one subgroups; and Ale Magars; with one hundred sixteen subgroups. He also

explains that most of Magars and Thakuris have blood relation with each other.

Sapkota (1998) in his research on, The Magar Survival Strategy of Gejha

village of Palpa studied the resource management systems of the Magars.54 He

has also described Magar's relationship with the other castes (Bahun, Kami,

Damai), subsistence system and its relations with forest, land, socio-cultural

practices, economic arrangements and its overall impact on the environmental

condition.

Sharma (1995) has studied about farm management as the major survival strategy

of the Magars of Mityal V.D.C. of the Palpa district.55 He observes in his study the

53 Janaklal Sharma, "Hamro Samaj: Ek Adhyyan", Shajha Prakashan, 2058.
54 Bed Prased Sapkota, "Resource Management System of the Magars", An Ecological,

Anthropological case study of Gejha Village of Palpa District, M.A. Dissertation, C.D. of

Sociology/Anthropology, Kirtipur, 1998.
55 Kamal Raj Sharma, Farm Management System of the Magar Community: An Ecological Case

Study of Mityal VDC, Palpa District, M.A. Dissertation, C.D. of sociology/Anthropology T.U.,

KIrtipur, 1996.
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slash and burn farming system of the Magars causing huge landslides and erosions

and leading to be clearing the green vegetation turning into dryness in the land. As

a result, food production has decreased and land has become fallow. So, people are

forced to migrate for better livelihood.

Dhakal (1994), in his thesis, Adaptive strategies of the Magars, studied the

livelihood strategies of the Magars residing around Kaligandaki river basin of

Nawalparasi.56 He describes that the Magars are egalitarian and their society is

influenced by its ecological milieu, which, in turn, is influenced the people's socio

cultural and economic behavior. Further, he observes the change in the Magar

community occurring largely due to their ecological situation. He also observes

both interdependent and competitive relationship between Bahuns, Chhetris,

Kamis Damais, Sarkis and the Magars. Moreover, he concludes every society and

community has been changing their way of life in relation to their particular

environmental direction.

Sharma (1997)57 studies the socio-cultural change among the Magars of Lahare

Pipal V.D.C. of Baglung. He analyzed rites and rituals as well as demographic,

educational and economic conditions of the Magars. He finds that Magars are very

straightforward, amiable, poor and uneducated. However, they have been

maintaining their traditional way of life.

56 Suresh Dhakal, An Adaptive Strategies of the Magars: An Ecological, Anthropological Case Study

of the Kaligandaki River Basin Nawalparasi District, M.A. Dissertation, C.D. of Sociology, 1994.
57 Chandra Dutta Sharma, Socio-cultural Change Among the Magars: A Socio-anthropological Study

of the Magar Caste of Laharepipal VDC, Baglung District, M.A. Dissertation, C.D. of

sociology/Anthropology, 1997.
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CHAPTER-III

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Selection of the area for the case study

Dangse village-10 of Waaling municipality of Syangja district, where the Magars

have been living for many years and the population of the Magars is more than

those of the other ethnic groups have been selected as the study area. It lies on the

northern part of Waaling municipality. This ward consists of four hamlets: Pekhu

Deurali, Thana, Dangse and Bhallui. Among these hamlets, Dangse has been

characterised by the Magars living for many years and represent the dominant area

of the Magars. In this village, houses are compact in the middle part of the village

and scattered in the surrounding (periphery) area. Before becoming a part of the

Waaling municipality, it was very backward. Only drinking water was available in

this village. But after incorporation in the municipality, it developed rapidly and

resulted in more advanced living standard among its inhabitants. Now, it possesses

infrastructures like electricity, road access and irrigation.

About the clans of the Magars, Khulal, Sapleti, Singjali, Rana, Chun and Saru

Magars live in this ward. Khulal and Sapleti both write Thapa but new generation's

Chun Magars also write their clans (surname) Thapa. But in this ward, there are

Thapa clan of the Chhetris also lives.

After the construction of the Sidhartha Highway, Waaling Bazaar developed

gradually. Now it has expanded and provides service to its periphery area. It

provides service to Parbat district. As the study area of Dangse, ward no. 10

enjoys the facilities like electricity, drinking water and road, the present study try

to examine the impacts of facilities on people's lifestyle and livelihoods especially

of the Magars. The main reason behind selecting Dangse village is to find out the

causes, consequences of the backwardness of the Magars in relation to government
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service, education and economic condition as well as social, cultural and economic

transformation resulting from transport access with different parts of Nepal and

outside, exposure to Hindu and modern culture influences. Some of the famous

dances such as Maruni and Kaura have disappeared and the Magars of this village

hire the Bahun priest and as a result except the custom of sacred thread, all the

rites and rituals of the Magars have become more or less similar to the Thakuris

(Khand). So far no study has yet been made regarding the factors leading to and

contributing for the process of transformation. The subject matter of the present

study is to explore the impacts and changes resulted by all these social factors on

the Magars of Dangse village.

3.2 Introduction to the Study Area

3.2.1 Physical Setting

Syangja, a district endowed with natural sceneries and with wide variation of

cultural heritages, lies at the altitude ranging between 360 m to 2512 m from the

sea level. It has its own historical identity as one of the Chuabise Rajyas before the

unification of the modern Nepal. According to geographical details it is a hill area

interspersed with hills, ridges valleys and wide basins. Syangja has a total area of

1164 Sq. km., and lies at the latitude between 83o 27' to 84o86' East longitude and

27o52' to 28o13' North latitude. It consists of 60 VDCs, 2 municipalities, 3

electoral constituencies regions and 15 areas (Ilaka). As Syangja falls in the hilly

region, it has subtropical monsoon colimate. The average annual rainfall is 2665

mm. whereas the maximum and minimum temperatures are 30.9oC and 8.2oC

respectively. The census 2001 indicates that Syangja consists of 59186 houses

with a population of 317211 persons. Among various ethnic groups living in

Syangja, Bahun, Magar, Chhetri, Gurung, Kami, Sarki, Damai, Newar, Thakuri,

Gharti, Sannyasi, Muslim, Kumal, and others occupy 32.9 percent, 21.2 percent,

11.2 percent, 10 percent, 6.5 percent, 3.2 percent, 3.2 percent, 2.9 percent, 2.7
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percent, 2.2 percent, 0.7 percent, 0.6 percent, 0.2 percent, and 2.4 percent of the

total population respectively.   Hinduism and Buddhism are the major religions of

the people of this district (2001). Out of the total literacy rate 66.32 percent (Male

77.64, Female 57.30) occupied. Kali Gandaki, Andhi Khola, Jygdi Khola, Seti

Khola and Daraun Khola are the major rivers and sources of water.

Waaling, one of the two municipalities of Syangja district, is a historical place

endowed with natural beauty. It lies at the latitude of 83o45' N. and longitude of

28o E. Its altitude extends from 713 m. to 1596 m. above the sea level. This

municipality has both sub tropical and sub-temperate climatic conditions. The

temperature ranges between the minimum of 9.5oC, to maximum of 32oC and the

average rainfall is 2665mm. Likewise, the Adhi Khola, the Armadi Khola and the

Mirdi Khola are the major sources of water.

Waaling municipality was established on Magh 11, 2053. It occupies the total area

of 12495.40 hectare. It is surrounded by Majhkot, Shivalaya and Yaladi in the

east, Thumpokhara and Tindobate in the west, Kalikakot, Sworek and

Changchangdi in the north and Pakwadi, Keware and Jagatbhanjyang VDCs in the

south. In the Syangja district, there are three electoral constituency areas. Waaling

is a part of the electoral constituency number 2. The municipality consists of 11

wards altogether. Among them, the urban Ilaka consists of 6 wards and rural Ilaka

5 wards. Waaling, lower Waaling, Bhumre, Bhakunde, Rambachha, Triyasi and

Khahare bazaar are the main bazaars of this area.

Almost all the facilities are available in this municipality. It has road access to

transportation. The Siddhartha Highway crosses through this municipality. Almost

all of the villages have been linked to Dhule (dusty) road. 95 percent people enjoy

clean drinking water. In this municipality, there are 35 small industries, financial

institutions such as Nepal Bank Limited and Agriculture Development Bank.

There are three private loan and saving co-operatives. They are encouraging
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people not only to invest on productive enterprises but also to save money. All

administrative offices and the social welfare institutions like Waaling municipality

office, Area Administrative Office, Area Post Office, and Area Forest Office,

Agriculture Service Centre, Veterinary Service Centre, Butwal Power Company,

Waaling Udhyaog Banijya Sangh, Nepal Telecom Office, and Garhaun

Ghayngling Health post are located over there. Armed Force Training Centre and

Area Police Centre are also situated in this municipality. Out of the total

population of 20414, there is the preponderance of females over males, with

females accounting for 10972 or 53.75 percent and males 9442 or 46.25 percent.

The population growth rate is 1.36 percent. The religious composition of the

population in Waaling consists of 90.9 percent Hindus, 7.61 percent Buddhist,

0.98 percent Muslim, 0.15 percent Christians and 0.01 percent Sikhs, and 1.16

percent people have not declared their religion.

The ethnic/caste composition of the population shows the Bahuns occupying 38.20

percent of the total population followed by the Magars 17.95 percent, the Gurungs

8.47 percent, the Chhetris 8.07 percent, the Newars 5.76 percent, the Sarkis 3.68

percent, the Kamis 3.52 percent, the Thakuris 3.28 percent, the Damais 2.57

percent, the Gharti Bhujels 1.96 percent, the Sannyasis 1.36 percent, the Majhis

1.11 percent, the Kumals 1.02 percent, the Muslims 0.98 percent and others 2.06

percent. The mother tongue of the population shows that most of the ethnic/caste

groups have adopted the Nepali language as their mother tongue accounts for more

than three-fourth or 76.13 percent of the total population and as a result the

population speaking other mother tongue among the other ethnic groups have

declined below their actual number, for example the Magar speaking 7.84 percent

against their 17.95 percent in the total population, the Gurung speaking 5.10

percent as against 8.47 percent and the Newar 5.10 percent as against 5.76 percent.

The literacy rate is 78.58 percent. Every ward has network of road and electricity

with 92.02 percent of the households having electricity connections.
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Waaling bazaar, which falls in Waling municipality, lies at an altitude of 800

meters above the sea-level, whereas Dangse (Ward no.10) is located between 1000

m. to 1350 m. above sea level is the study area of this study (Map 1). It has

subtropical climate. It is neither too cold, nor too hot. While observing the

physical setting of Dangse, it mostly faces the south while a little part faces the

northeast (Map 2). Most of the houses have the roofs of corrugated zinc sheet, and

reeds. There are very few houses made of R.C.C. There are a few rectangular or

circular/round houses with slate roof. Millet, paddy, maize, and wheat, are the

major cereal crops with mustard and ginger as major cash crops. Animal

husbandry is equally popular. The Thado Khola, the Tuni Khola and the Dharadi

Khola are the main sources for irrigation as well as for drinking water (Map 3).
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Map: 1
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Map: 2

May 25, 2006.
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Map: 3

WAALINGMUNICIPALITY, WARDNO. 10
DANGSE

Source: Topographic Survey Map, 1998Preparedby Kamal BahadurThapa, 25May2006
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3.2.2 Social Setting

The study area is endowed with multicultural, multi-lingual, multi-religious and

multi-ethnic groups. According to municipality brochure 2055/056, the Magars

have occupied 17.95 percent of the total population of Waaling municipality, and

it is the second largest ethnic community right after Bahuns. The Magar are

dominant in this place. However, the Newars, the Chhetris, the Thakuris, the

Khawas, the Bahuns, the Jogis (Kunwar), the Sarkis and the Sunars are also the

inhabitants of this place. In spite of great diversity with respect to castes, they live

with complete harmony. That is why there is an intimate friendly relationship

among them. Nepal language is widely spoken in Dangse. Only a few people

speak the Magar and Newari languages. Though there are large numbers of the

Magars, only a few of them speak their mother tongue. Most of the people follow

Hindu religion. Nowadays the Magars, however, have claimed themselves to be

Buddhists. So Hinduism and Buddhism are two main religions in this village. The

Sarkis claim that they were the descendants of Basyal Brahmins. They became

Sarkis when they fell from Brahmin. Likewise, Khawas people claim that their

ancestors were the Thakuris.

Among Magars, Thapa Magar is predominant. Thapa Magar consists of Khulal

Thapa, and Sapleti Thapa. However, there are the Magars having surnames like

Singjali, Saru, Chun, and Rana. Most of them speak Nepali. The Magars are not

strict about their religion, because they have respect for both Buddhism and

Hinduism.

3.3 Nature and Sources of Data

This study concentrates on the livelihood strategies of Magars in Pekhu Dangse

village ward no. 10. The qualitative information is better than quantitative

information in order to undertake the study of the issues like the relationship

between the people from diverse castes and ethnicity, impacts of the
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interrelationship, historical background, changing aspects etc. This study has tried

to present qualitative information as well as quantitative. It is because some

particular bits of information cannot be produced quantitatively as it is reflected in

direct quotation and careful description of the events, experiences and thoughts.

Qualitative analysis also provides depth and details crucial for the understanding

of what people have to say in their own words.58

Primary and secondary data are used in this study. Primary information has been

collected by using different tools and techniques. Census survey has been used in

this study. And secondary information has been taken form various published and

unpublished documents, statistical publications, district profile, topo-sheet,

municipality profile (browser), municipality household survey record and previous

studies on the relevant issues. I compared between two data eg. Census 2001

(CBS) and the browser of Waaling Municipality 1998, are no different that’s why

both Census year has been mentioned in this study.

3.4 Census Method

Census method is an important source of data collection. This method is also

divided into two parts: (a) De facto method (b) De jure method. I have used de

jure method. Because, in this area most of the Magars are join army and

international labour for earning their livelihood. All of the total 47 Magar

households in Pekhu Dangse have been included in this survey.

3. 5 Data Collection: Tools and Techniques

This study is mainly based on primary information. Information has been collected

from the field with the help of questionnaire. Personal interviews and participant

observation (group discussion), responses of the Magar household heads have

58 B. P. Subedi, Continuity and Change in population Movement. From Inside a Rural Nepal

Community, (Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation), University of Hawaii, 1993, p. 35.
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been regarded as the major sources of field information. The secondary

information has also been collected from the related organizations and institutions.

3.5.1 Household Survey

The information has been collected from the respondent households during the

fieldwork in the study area through questionnaire. Census method has been used in

this study. All the 47 households of the Magars have been surveyed. Household

survey is an important instrument for researcher to analyze the socio-economic

status of the study area. It is an instrument to analyze the social variables that

includes population composition, occupational trends, family structure,

educational status, land ownership, and marital status.

3.5.2 Observation

Observation as a systematic viewing coupled with consideration of the visible

phenomena. Observation of people and natural surrounding is also an integral part.

It is a fundamental tool of data collection in social research. From this method, the

activities, settlement pattern, lifestyle etc. have been observed. In this study, the

observation method is used to study the daily life and subsistence activities of the

Magars in the study area.

3.5.3 Focus Group Discussion

The focus group discussion method is the effective way to get the reactions of a

small group of people to a focused issue. It is more useful, when a researcher

wants to draw the background information on an issue. It is held to know about

traditional, occupational, perception, involvement of new generation and the

challenging factors, survival and social institution of the society. During the

fieldwork, a formal focus group discussion with the villagers (Pekhu Dangse),

who are active participants during the fieldwork, were conducted. Different age

groups from young to old and both male and female are the participants.
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3.5.4 Key Informants Interview

Key informants are those selected persons, who know community well, and take

leadership and also have lots of experiences. So, the interviewees are the aged

people, teachers and social activists (who are around 30 and above).   Eleven

informants were selected for this purpose. They provided a great deal of

information about historical, socio-cultural, economic activities, and changing

environment prevalent in the Magar community.

3.5.5 Unstructured Interview

It is an idea and informal way of collecting information from informants. During

the period of fieldwork, several cross-questions have been asked as per need

regarding the issues like socio-economic, cultural, ecological adaptive system and

their ancestors' information to examine various dimensions of the changing

livelihood strategy among the Magars of study area.

3.5.6 Case Study

Case study is a rather complex type of study, in which a person, group, part, plan,

community, process or policy is considered as a unit while undertaking the study

of all of its dimensions.59 It is a reliable method of data collection for deriving

sufficient information. A case study is a research strategy, which focuses on a

single organization, institution, event, decision, policy or group.60 A case study is

not the study of an individual. Instead, it is the study of all the dimensions of the

individual or the event. In this kind of study, the title of the study is supposed to be

the individual unit. Then all the aspects affiliated to this unit are investigated. The

present thesis has undertaken the study of traditional occupation, changing

59 Achrya Balram, "Research methodology and report writing" National Book Center, Bhotahiti,

Kathmandu-2058
60 Baker, T.L. Doing social Research, A division of the Mc Graw-Hill Companies, 1999, p. 321.
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phenomena in the society and survival strategy of the Magar living in Dangse

village, ward no. 10 of Waaling municipality. The information essential for the

study has been collected from the local respondents.

3.6 Data Analysis and presentation

Data are processed and analyzed in order to make a meaningful analysis of the

collected data. The questions are answered through management and

summarization of the collected data after putting them in a series or sequence

according to the characteristics of the collected data. In this study, data were

manually tabulated and prepared in an appropriated form to analyze. Both

qualitative and quantitative methods have been used analyze the collected

information. Simple quantitative tools were used. Computer programs like data

entry and GIS have also been used to conduct the analysis. Moreover, maps and

diagram have also been used to make the analysis clear.

3.7 Schematic Frameworks for Data Analysis

Information from House holds
survey, key informants interview,
unstructured interview, case study

Field observation
(Physical+social)

Secondary
Information

Data processing by manual, excel (By computer Programme), GIS (ARC
INFO, ARC VIEW), Map digitizing (Scanning + Board)

Data analysis
Manual, Excel, Content Analysis

Visual Presentation
Map, Table, Chart, Content

Output
Thesis
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CHAPTER IV

ETHNO-HISTORY OF MAGAR

4.1 Ethno- History of Magar Tribal People

Like other countries of the world, Nepal also consists of diversities with respect to

language, culture and ethnicity. Nepal equally consists of geographical diversity as

its landscape ranges from 61m to 88848m. above the sea level. Despite all there

diversities, there is wonderful co-operation and harmony between various ethnic

groups. Moreover, they have been able to preserve their typical culture as well as

lifestyle. Indeed, Nepal is endowed with wonderful phenomena. This kingdom

consists of a number of ethnic groups. Broadly these groups can be classified into

two Major glasses (a) Tibeto Nepalese race: this race also can be further classified

into Tibetan and ancient Nepalese groups. The Tibetan group consists of Bhotes,

Sherpas and Thakalis. The ancient Nepalese group consists of Magars, Gurungs,

Rais, Limbus, Newars, Tamangs, Sunuwars and Tharus (b) Indo-Nepalese Race:

This race can be classified into two groups: Nepalese group and Indian group.

Nepalese group consists of Bramin, Kshetries, Gorkhas, Khas and Thakuris.

Similarly, Indian group consists of Terains Garhwalas and Kumaus.61

The Magar ethnic group, which falls under ancient Nepalese group, is prevalent in

all 75 districts of the kingdom. Magars, who played a vital role in the unification

of Nepal, are brave, honest, self-reliant and amiable. "Live and let others live" is

the principle prevalent in the Magar community.

4.1.1 Brief Introduction to Magars

Asal Magarko Thepcho Hunchha Naak,

Jungha Darhi Hudainan Thulo Hunchha Chaak.

61 Nirmal Rimal et.al., "Nepal district Profile" A district wise socio-economic profile along with a
comprehensive National profile. National Research Associates Kathmandu, Nepal (4th edition),
1999.P.NP.3.
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Sano Hunchha Tauko Chepto Hunchha Dhaad,

Batariyako Pidaula Thulo Hunchha Haad.

Sano Hunchha Ankha yinko, Thulo Hunchha Mann,

Sahayog Garna Paryo Bhane, Jyanai dinchhan Jhann.

The people, who live in mid-western region of the Nepalese kingdom (which was

known as Magarat state in the ancient time), and whose language falls under the

category of Bhot Burmese linguistic group, are called Magars. Magars, who were

living in the Barha Magarat and Atharha Magarat region (Rapti, Lumbini,

Gandaki and Bheri) by establishing their own state before the unification of the

modern Nepal, lost their hold over the state as they fell prey to cunningness and

treachery of the Aryans. However, Magars have disseminated throughout the

Nepalese Kingdom ranging from Mechi in the east to Mahakali in the west.

Moreover, they are also observed in the places like Darjeeling, Bhutan, Myanmar,

Assam and Sikkim. Among many other ethnic communities, the Magar

community is regarded to have come from Mongolian origin. Magar’s main

domain in Nepal is Hilly region.  The Magars choose high places near forest,

because they raise many animals, love hunting, and are fond of breeding

honeybees.62 A small head, a flat nose, small eyes, very thin beard and mustache,

healthy and attractive body built up are a few salient physical features of Magars.

From religious perspective, some Magars follow Hinduism whereas some follow

Buddhism. If we looked into their cultural and historical background, we would

find them one of the nature worshipping (shamanism) ethnic communities. For

stone, soil, sun, air and the earth are the elements of their worship. Magars believe

that the destruction of nature leads to loss of life and wealth. That's why they

worship nature. They can mix up with any other ethnic communities as they are

amiable, honest and hardworking. As they contributed a lot to the unification of

the modern Nepal, they have been holding posts in the army and public service

62 Rimal, Ibid. P. 16.
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since the very time of Prithvi Narayan Shah. In addition, cultivation and mining

are their other major occupations. Nowadays, there is a rising trend of migrating to

other countries in the Magar community.

4.1.2 Origin of Magars

No fixed date has been declared yet with respect to the origin of the Magar

community and its entry to Nepal, despite various scholars have expressed

different opinions regarding this issue. However, it is assumed that they entered

Nepal around 2900 B.C. The surprising fact is that they were the first ethnic group

to live in this country. So, they are the indigenous ethnic group of this country.

They entered Nepal in five groups. The first group consisted of the descendants of

Munangwaka, and it entered from the western side, the second from Asam, the

third from the North, the fourth from Sikkim and the fifth form the southern side.

With respect to this issue, various scholars and historians have the following

opinions. According to Joseph Hooker: “Magars were the indigenous people of

Sikkim. Lepcha people, another indigenous ethnic group of Sikkim, chased the

Magars from there to Limbuwan region. Again, they were chased to the western

region by the Limbus (Budhamagar, 2049, p. 8).”

According to Immansingh Chemjong, an expert in Kirat culture, Magars

originated form the place called "Sim" of the present China. Magars entered Nepal

from the southern side under the leadership of two leaders: "Sing" and "Chitu" As

they came from the north, the local people called them Tansang Thapa "Tansang"

means coming from the north.

According to Janaklal Sharma, "Huns" entered Nepal from the north and

established a number of small states. Immediately another ethnic group entered

Nepal via the same route. They were also called "Huns" but they were "Heptals" in

fact. Like Huns, Heptals were also Ayudhjibi. However, they mixed up with Huns,
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and adopted the Hindu religion. Before entering Nepal, they were Buddhists. After

entering Nepal, the same Huns were called Magars (Sharma 2058, p. 243).

According to Naradmani Thulung, Mongolians arrived to India from the places

(Iran, Iraq) Kasep Sagar around the Caspian Sea. They established a state called

"Magadh". He claims that the Magadh's king Jarasandhi described in Mahabharat

was also from the Magar ehnic group. He fought from Kaurab's side, and was

killed by Bhima. Then the Magars of Magadh moved toward the north and entered

Nepal from the western side. As their custom resembles more to that of Indians

rather than that of Rais and Limbus, there is a strong possibility that they might

have come from India.

Referring to the events mentioned by Pandit Sharatchandra Das, Baral Magar says

that the Sherpas were living in the upper region of Tibet whereas the Magars in the

lower region. As the king (Chief) was from Magar ethnic group, he controlled

Sherpas by forcing them to pay heavy taxes. The Sherpas were rather irritated with

the king. Finally, they murdered the king Kangpa and hid the corpse on the bank

of the river. While searching for his corpse, the queen traced it out as she noticed

the flies hovering over the spot. She took revenge on Sherpas by making them

drink poisoned wine on the occasion of the funeral ceremony of the king. A

number of Sherpas lost their lives then and there. This event aggravated conflict

between Magars and Sherpas. As a result, the queen, too, was murdered, and the

remaining Magars left that place and entered Nepal.

Citing the lists of information mentioned in the geneology of Singjali Thapa, Baral

Magar writes: Around fifth or sixth century Magars were living in the

Simraungadh, which lies six mile north east to Birgung of middle part of the

modern Nepal. As the number grew, they migrated to both directions: the east and

the west. The Magars migrating to the west established Barha Magarat.
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Tuker Francis claims that Magars came to Nepal form Chitauragadh of India.

Rana, a hermit king, became the king of Chitauragadh, and his descendants ruled

over Chitauragadh for thirteen generations. Because of the conflict between two

grandsons of Rajput chief Bhupati Rana, the younger one left for the northeast.

After roaming for a few months, he and his followers were warmly received by the

Magars when they arrived to Ridi of Palpa. After getting settled down in Bhirkot

of Palpa, he became the father of two sons: Khancha and Mincha. Later on,

Mincha moved to Nuwakot whereas Khancha lived in Palpa. Mincha followed

Hinduism whereas Khancha followed Buddhism, and all of his descendants

became Magars.

In the book entitled "Biswotidasadaraha" (2057), it has been claimed that Rajputs

entered Nepal as they were defeated at the hands of Muslims. In this process, there

were two brothers: Khancha and Mincha. In Magar language the elder son is

called Karancha and the younger Mirancha. But they are called Khancha and

Mincha respectively instead of Karancha and Mirancha. They have become

Khancha and Mincha because of the authorship of the foreign writers. Anyway,

while they were fetching "Devi" through Lasargha Besi of Syangja, they were

thirsty. They asked a local family to provide them with water since there was no

pool of water nearby. But they gave them the cool water used for brewing wine.

The younger brother drank first and smelt wine in the water. Since this happened

over there while fetching Devi, he decided to live as a Magar devoting his life to

Devi. And, the established a temple of "Alam Devi" and lived there as a Magar.

On the other hand, Mincha followed Hinduism and put on the sacred thread. As a

result, he became a Thakuri. Then the same Thakuris lived in various Baise-

Chaubise states of Nepal as Shah, Khand, and Shahi. They had established their

states in Garahaunkot, Bhirkot, Satungkot, Nuwakot, Dhor, Kaski, Lamjung and

Gorkha etc.
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This shows that Magars had been living in Lasargha Besi even before their

brothers got there. The names Khancha and Mincha suggest the Magar language

instead of Rajput language. It seems that they were not Rajputs but Magars. They

had called themselves Rajputs in order to pose their caste superior to Magars.

Referring to the genealogy provided by Mr. Lok Bahadur Rana, inhabitants of

Chitawan, Dr. Baral Magar writes Magars entered Nepal via Kuma from Ujit city

of India. According to this geneology, Magars are descendants of Makardhoj, who

had three sons: Ale, Thapa and Rana. All these three brothers had entered Nepal

via Kalikumai along with the king of Chandhan, and Loo. Dr. Baral thinks that

this claim is also ridiculous.  Had they come from Kumai of India, they should

have been influenced by Hindu tradition and Indo-European language. In this age

of science and technology, it sounds rather ridiculous that descendants of fish

became human beings. Similarly, while studying Chitaure Rana, their name was

kept Chitaure as they came from Chitare the way the Ghartis living around

Bhujikhola are called Bhujel and Nisikhole called Nisel.In the same manner, it has

been mentioned that the mainland of Magars is the mid hilly area lying between

Rapti (Gorakhpur) and Marichangdi (Marsyangdi). For the density of population is

high in this area. This region was called the habitat of Magars as well as Barha

Magarat. Barha Magarat consists of Satahun, Payang, Bhirkot, Dhor, Garahaun

(gahung), Rising, Ghiring, Gulmi, Arghakhanchi, Musikot and Ishma.

Bikramjit and Harasat, in their book "History of Nepal", have mentioned that the

origin place of Magars is Saptagandaki despite they have stretched from Sikkim to

Kumau.

In this way, there is no doubt that Magars were the first ethnic group to enter

Nepal. Nobody has been able to pinpoint when and from where they entered

Nepal. Their habitat was the Barha Magarat of mid hilly region. The present

districts like Palpa, Syangja, Tanahun, Gulmi, Rolpa, Arghakhanchi, Baglung,
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Parbat, Myagdi, Pyuthan, etc. were ruled by Magars or Magar states. This

integrated state had been divided into twelve small states for the first time. That's

why it changed into Barha Magarat. Simalarly, the Magars were reduced down to

oppressed group from the rulers as the Barha Magarat disintegrated into 200 small

states.

4.1.3 Ancestry and Naming

With respect to ancestry as well as its naming, the scholars do not agree with each

other. They have expressed different opinions. They were supposed to have

entered Nepal as nomads before 2300 B.C. or even before that (Shrees Thapa, p.

8.). Their ethnic name and characteristics got established only when they settled

down in the hilly region covered with thick forest. There are a number of myths

regarding the naming of this ethnic group. Anyway, the subject consisting of how

this ethnic group was called Magar is a matter of great interest as well as curiosity.

Let's check out a few myths and anecdotes. Magars have been addressed in

different names in different ways. In the eastern Nepal, they are called "Mahars"

instead of Magars. In Sikkim, Magars used to be called "chyang". Nowadays, they,

however, are called "Mangars". In Darjeeling, they are called "Mangars." They

have mentioned Magar on their board of Akhil Bharati Magar Sangh. Similarly,

Patrick Cock, the first British Missionary Nepal, has mentioned Magars as

"Muggers". According to Balaram Gharti Magar, the Magars address one another

as "Pare" in the mid western region (Rukum, Rolpa and Pyuthan). People of

Parkotya were called Parkotya. That's why Magars are also called Parkotya. In the

same manner, Magars are called "Mahar" in Jumla, Doti and Kumau.

It is also said that this ethnic group was established by Magar army in Mongolia.

That's why they were named Magar. Three Magars entered Nepal via the route of

Bhot and Tibet in different times. The same Magars were called Magars after

entering Nepal. And their habitat was called Magarati region. Similarly, there is an
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opinion, which tells us that there is Mahar valley between Mahakali River and

India's Chandra Bhanga River. The Magars, who came from that valley, had to call

themselves Mahars. Likewise, Gandaki region was also called Maharlok. It seems

that the people of Maharlok were called Mahars. Later on, Mahars got transformed

into Magars. The Kanakptri (1258) of Jumleli king Punya Malla, too, supports this

argument. On this Kanakpatra, Mahar, Mahato, and Magar kings have been

mentioned and the present Magarat region has been mentioned and the present

Magarat region has been mentioned as Maharlok. On the basis, we can say that

Mahar turned into Magar.

Similarly, it is also said that Magars used to live in the place called "Mahar". They

were disseminated to other places. So, while going to other places, they were

called "Magadh" which changed into "Magar". Some historians say that Magars

are called Magars as they live in the mid hilly region. In the mid hilly region, the

person working inside the mine used to be called Khanal and the person working

outside "Magara". The same Magara changed into Magar.

According to Prof. Rajnath Pandey, Magars were called "Mangal" in the ancient

time. One of the groups of Mongol tribe is called "Magyar". So, Dr. Baral puts

forth his opinion that the same Mongol turned into Magar. There is also a saying,

which tells us that they are called Magars, as they are Mongolians.

In this process, the old people of the village argue that the Magars are called

Magars because they say that they will "do their works on their own." There's a

myth, which resembles to the saying of the old village people.

There is a folktale about the origin of the name "Magar." Once upon a time, the

four brothers Brahmin, Thakuri, Kami and Magar visited the valley of Nepal and

worshipped the god Chandi (Chandi denotes every kind of Bhagabati godsdess),

according to a Newar. Among the four brothers, Bahun was the eldest, Thakuri the

second, Kami the third and Magar was Kanchha (youngest). When they offered a
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pig, a discussion occurred as to which brother was to kill the pig. Thereupon, the

Kanchha brother said: “Ma gar chhu” (Iam ready to do it). Magar became 'Magar'

since then. (Page 166)

In this way, different anecdotes and myths have their own arguments. Among

them, the argument, which claims that they were called Magars as they came from

Maharlok, and "Mahar" changed into Magar later on, is regarded as the most

reliable one. The anecdotes like Magars are the descendents of Chhetri of the

genealogy called Nag, Magars are descendants of monkey; fish etc are merely

products of fantasy and nothing more. Anyway, this issue is still under research.

4.1.4 Surname of the Magars

The surname and sub surname are kept as per their place, occupation, (head male)

etc.63 With respect to this issue; most of the names and surnames have been kept in

accordance with their occupation and place. For example, the warriors are called

'Rana' the Magars living in Bhujikhola are called Bhujel Magar, Magar migrating

to Palpa are called Palpali Magar etc. So, it's very difficult to trace out the fixed

number of surnames of Magars. However, Rana, Ale and Thapa are the main

surnames. Nowadays, there are four surnames: Thapa, Ale, Rana and Pun. They

include various subsurnames. Gharti Magar and Budhathoki Magar are also

emerging and major surnames.

In this connection, according to Tejendra Bahadur Budhathoki, Thapa Magar

consists of 465 sub surnames Ale Magar 238 subsurnames, Rana Magars 193

subsurnames, Gharti Magar 49 subsurnames, and Budhathoki Magar 24

subsurnames. In all, there are six major surnames altogether.

As per language, Magars can be divided into two major categories (1) Athara

Magarati Bhasha. (2) Barha Magarati Bhasha. Athara Magarati Bhasha consists of

63 Hemelton, Op. Cit.28. P. 28.
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Kham Bhasha, Chhantyal Bhasha and Kaike Bhasha, which are widely spoken in

the mid western region. Barha Magarati Bhasha is called Magar Bhasha. This

language is widely spoken in Barha Magarat region or the districts around

KaliGandaki like Palpa, Syangja, and Tanahun. Among the constituents of

Atharaha Magarati Bhasha, the language spoken in Rolpa, Rukum, Pyuthan and

Baglung is called "Kham Bhasha" whereas the language spoken in Tarakot of

Dolpa is called 'Kaike' Bhasha and the language spoken by Chhantyals is called

Chhantyal Bhasha.

In this way, the ancestors of the all these Magars are the same and all of them are

worshippers of nature despite they appear different in accordance with place, time,

and effect. As the present society is too dynamic, it has added complexity in the

fabric of the Magar community.

4.1.5 The Magar Ethnic group in the background of Nepalese History

With respect to Nepalese kingdom, the Mongolians are the most influential groups

after the Aryans. Among these Mongolian groups, the Magar ethnic group is ahead

of rest of the others. As enlisted by Indigenous Ethnic Group Upliftment Academy

(Aadibasi Jannati Utthan Pratisthan) (2058), Magars occupy the first place in

terms of demography. It's determined that this ethnic group has been categorized

as one of the groups deprived of facilities as well as privileges. Indigenous Ethnic

Group Upliftment Academy (2058) has divided these groups into five categories:

threatened, highly marginalized, marginalized, deprived of privilege, and

advanced group. It has been mentioned that Magars came from Mongolia to Nepal

via Bhot and Tibet, and included in establishing their authority. Their main habitat

is mid hilly region, which has been divided into Atharaha Magarat and Barha

Magarat as per language. Between these two regions, the origin land is Barha

Magarat, which consists of the hilly area of Rapti, Bheri, and Gandaki. In the

process of establishing their state, Magars had established 220 states. These states
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were established in Satahu, Paiyu, Bhirkot, Garahu, Rising, Ghising, Gulmi,

Arghakhanchi, Musikot, Isma, Rolpa, Palpa, Syangja, Jajarkot, Rukum, Dailekh

etc. According to the geneology of Magar and Gurung, all ther states were

integrated into twelve states altogether, and tuned into Barha Magarat region.

Before Prithvi Narayan Shah's expedition of unification, Magars had their own

authority. Later on, as Prithvi Narayan started his unification expedition, they

happened to help him and contributed to the expansion of Gorkha state and to the

unification of Nepal. As a result, Magars were offered high posts. During Shah's

reign, Kalu Magar had reached up to the post of Kapardar (Finance Minister)

(Yogi 2020:26).

Magars were one of the courtier ethnic groups to be pardoned of seven crimes and

seven mistakes. Before the establishment of Rana regime, Abhiman Singh Rana

had played a vital role. As Magars showed great bravery in the war between Nepal

and India, the east India Company recruited as many Magars as possible. Magars

had earned popularity for their bravery in the World War I and the World War II

as well. Before the Rana rule and during their rule, cultivation and mining were

occupations of Magars. After the cheap mineral products began to be imported

from India, the Nepalese mining works came to an end. So, the Magars migrated

to Bhutan and Assam for employment. Anyway, the mining works were

flourishing during the Magar rule. Similarly, Magars had played a vital role to

eliminate the Rana rule from Nepal. Despite the Magars have been excluded from

the present rule and governance; they have earned an indelible niche in the history

of Nepal. Moreover, they have their own typical culture: they have their own

language with its own rhythm; they worship gods and goddess; they believe in

Shamanism. In this manner, Magars have been able to maintain their distinct

identity in the historical background of Nepal.
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CHAPTER-V

HISTORY OF MAGARS IN THE STUDY AREA

5.1 A Brief Introduction and Ethno-graphic History to Magars in the Study

Area

Nepal is a land of ethnic/caste diversities. About 59 ethnic groups and minorites

have been identified so far in Nepal and most of them live inclose harmony with

different ethnic/caste groups. The Magars represent one of the largest ethnic

groups of Nepal. Similarly, the Magars, along with other ethnic groups, live in

ward no 10, Pekhu Dangse of Waaling Municipality. In this Dangse village, there

are mainly Magars, Bahuns, Chhetris, Thakuri, Kunwars (Jogi), Newars, Sarkis,

Sunars and Khawas (Bogati). Among these, Magar ethnic group is the largest

ethnic group in terms of population sized. They have their own typical culture.

Although, these Magars have been greatly influenced by Hinduism, they equally

follow paternal worship like ancestor worship, worship of nature like earth, air,

water, and shaminis.  They worship Bhimsen, the strongest physically among the

Pandavas of the Mabharat epic as per their own tradition. Along with other Hindu

caste groups, they wortship Devi Deurali or the Kali and Laxmi. Moreover, they

have very amiable relationship with the peopleof the other ethnic groups in the

matters of religion and culture.

The study area is inhabited by the Magars with the surnames of Khulal Thapa,

Sapleti Thapa, Rana, Singjali, Chun Magar and Kala Saru.  The present survey

shows that Sapleti Magars were the first inhabitants of this village. Khulal and

other surname Magars followed them. At present, Khulal Magars enjoy dominance

in the village. Sapleti Magars are second to Khulal Magars. Other surnames are in

rather small number whereas Rana Magars have lived as the brothers to Khula

Magars because of their maternal relationship.
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The Magars in the study area do not know when and from where their ancestors came to

this village. However, Khulal Thapa Magars have a bit longer history regarding the

question about from where their ancestors came there. The Khulal Magar was originally

from an unidentified place of Gorkha. During the period when Prithvi Narayan Shah was

engaged in the invasion of the Kathmandu valley and was defeated, he fled from the

Kathmandu valley in the military attire and arrived in Dangse Village and settled there

with his armymen mos of them were the Magars and family of Pritvi Narayan Shah was

said to of the Magar clan. The next important surname is the Sapleti. They saved the

Khulal Magar. Originally, the Sapleti Magar are from Thanthap of Kalipar (across

Setibeni). Similarly, Rana Magars came to this village from Bhusunapur of same district

before 7/8 generations ago. Before 5/6 generations ago, the Singjali Magars came here

from Salyan village of the same district whereas another sort of Singjali Magars came to

this village from Kalikakot village of same district 2/3 generations ago. Likewise, Chun

Magars migrated to Dangse from Chappani village of Palpa district and settled down at

Hatia tole of Dangse. No fixed origin of Kala Saru Magar, inhabitants of the same Hatia

tole, has been located yet.
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Map 4:
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Magars having different surnames and subsurnames have come from different

places to live together in Dangse. They are very amiable, honest, self-reliant, and

self-confident.. Most of them have joined foreign army services, because of their

valour.  They conduct Kulpooja clan or ancestor worship. They believe in

Shamanism. However, their marriage customs have been greatly influenced by

those of the Hindus.

Inmigration of Magars in Pekhu Dangse (At historical period)

5.2 Socio-Cultural Practices of the Magars in the Study Area

Like the people of other ethnic groups, Magars, too, believe in supernatural power.

When anybody falls ill, they consult shamans at first. Finally, if the patient doesn't

get healed, they take him/her to the doctor. However, they always consult doctors

more at present. As a result, they are gradually giving up fiath in local herbal

medicines. Though they follow Hindu culture practices, however, they do
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worships in their own typical way. With respect to marriage customs, those of the

Hindus are gradually influencing them. But their custom of worship is totally

different from that of Hindus. It is Shamanism system. These practices prove that

neither are they Hindus nor Buddhists. Instead, they are worshippers of nature. It

is clear that the Hindus have taken advantage of the honesty of these Magars.

Different ethnic groups live in this village. There are people of untouchable castes

like the Sarki and the Sunars. They also believe in Shamanism. They worship gods

and goddess together regardless of whether they are Hindu, Buddhists or

worshippers of nature.

The Magars of this study area have very good relationship with different people

ranging from untouchable to so-called high caste Bahuns. That is why they

exchange and help each other with all kinds of people in cultivation works which

is known as Parma . On the occasions like festivals and feasts, people from every

caste co-operate one another, and celebrate it together. The Chamrakar (leather

worker) respect Magars and help them in various works. Despite the harmonious

relationship between the people from all castes, the so-called upper caste people in

the past considered themselves to be polluted because of who meeting and mixing

with the people of the lower castes during the festivities. Thy used to enter their

house only after sprinkling sacred water with a belief to purify them and this sort

of practice is gradually desappearing at present.

In the study area, people from lower castes and other touchable castes (Pani

Chalne jaat) accept the food cooked by Bahuns as well. But with respect to

untouchables, the Bahuns and other touchable castes accept only uncooked food.

However, the Bahuns accept dishes like rice baked in ghee, fried meat, and rice

cooked with ghee, etc. But the Bahuns do not accept the dishes like millet bread,

rice cooked without ghee, meat with lot of soup etc. cooked even by the Magars.

The Bahuns expect everything to be pure and clean as per their rules. The gullible
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and honest Magars do as per the wish of the Bahuns. This is one of reasons why

Hinduism has heavily influenced the Magars over here. However, they have been

aware of such things at present.

In the past, Magars used to offer wine to offer respect to the guest, or as Sagun.

Only a handful of the Magars follows this tradition at present whereas most of the

Magars offer tea, milk, curd etc. as Sagun to the guest. The Magars kill their

chicken for the respected guests.

Magars living as per their typical culture do not eat any dish cooked by

untouchable castes whereas they accept every dish cooked by the castes from

whom water is accepted. All the Magars unanimously opines, "Our self respect,

honesty and morality do not allow us to behave in a cunning manner the way the

Bahuns and the Chhetris do."

5.3 Social custom and Tradition of the Magars

Every ethnic group does have its own custom and tradition. Likewise, the Magars

residing in this study area do have their own tradition, culture and custom.

Moreover, the influence of Hinduism has also brought about differences among

the Magars. Even then the Magars have almost the similar custom, language,

rituals and manners. It is said that culture is identity of every caste. So, the Magars

over there have been able to protect their typical culture to some extent.

5.3.1 Religion

Every society has been bounded by religion. It is belief and practice It sets the

specific guidelines of their life span and pattern. The faith in religion becomes the

foundation of the world. Religion is a kind of faith, which works as a weapon to

run the society. Basically, religion seems to have emerged to enable people to

maintain peace and security. Nowadays, religion, however, has been manipulated

to create social unrest, among and between the people of different faiths or withing
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a particular faith, to topple down the government, and raise the power and

authority. The Magars are neither Hindus nor Buddhists. They do not fall into any

of the four caste heirchies of the Hindus. Their rituals, manners, worships etc

suggest that they are followers of Shamanism and nature worshippers. However,

they have been forced to adopt other religions due to various circumstances. And

the history tells us that the Magars adopted Hinduism with the hope of getting an

opportunity to have education. The problem existed at that time was that the

Bahuns have imposed Hinduism on every aspect of the society, because the rulers

were the Hindu and their priests were the Bahuns. One must call upon the Bahuns

for conducting certain religious rites; one must have the Bahuns as the priest in the

temple; one must take Teeka at Dashain, and things like that. Undoubtedly, the

Magars of Dangse have really adopted Hinduism. They do not hesitate to call

themselves Hindus. Nevertheless, they have their own typical Kulpooja, Pitri

pooja, Bayu pooja, Jhankri pooja, etc. They worship their elements of nature to

avoid the natural calamities. That is why they are nature worshippers.

5.3.2 Culture

Culture is the backbone of the identity of every tribe. That is why whoever loses

one's culture loses everything at his disposal. Likewise, the culture of Magars has

encountered such crisis. Nowadays, Magars have been unified to protect their

culture under the same umbrella called “Langhali Sangh.” Then became “Nepal

Magar Sangh” and its sisterly organizations, and “Nepal Magar Students' Union”

and its sisterly organizations. All of their organizations have enabled Magars to

retain their typical culture up to this date. Magars boast of their own folk dances

(Maruni, sorathi, Kaurha, Ghatu, younaach), Rodhi (Salai jo, chutka, dohori) and

other folk songs. Sadly, they are deteriorating day by day. Only a few

organizations have worked to preserve them.
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According to the elders of this village, the Maruni dance of Dangse used to stand

first in Maruni dance competition and the king of Keware used to pay more

amount of money as competition to dance group than paid to others. According to

the Maruni leaders like Mr. Chhabilal Khulal Magar, Mr. Prem Bahadur Khulal

Magar and Lok Bahadur Sapleti Magar, it has been more than fifty years since

they stopped dancing Maruni Naach. Likewise, Kaurha, Ghatu, Sorathi, younaach

have been also forgotten. But Salai jo, Chutka and Dohori are still in practice. All

these folk dances and songs are performed on the occasions like festivals and other

auspicious activities. The Magars of this village equally take part in Swasthani

pooja, singing and dancing on Tij git, Kheli git and many other entertainments. It

shows how they have adopted Brahmin culture. Likewise, they invite Newars to

perform Lakhe Naach in this village. It shows how Magars make room for the

entities of other cultures. Many elders and scholars think that this kind of adoption

may put the typical Magar culture in trouble.

5.3.3 Language and Attire

Despite the fact that the mid hilly region of Nepal is the mainland of the Magars

and they have spread over from the Terai in the south to the Mountain region in

the north and eastward and westward beyond Nepal to Sikkim to Kumau in India.

Of course, because of the geographical and environmental factors, there exist

certain differences between their languages and attires among the Magars living in

different parts of Nepal and India. Nevertheless they have not forgotten their

languages and attires. Surprisingly, the statistic of Nepalese kingdom shows that

only 47 percent of the Magar people speak their mother tongues and the rest

adopted Nepali as their mother tongue.. As a result, the number of Nepalii

language speaking population has increased by 15.34 percent within last ten years

and this is also due to the adoption of Nepali as mother tongue by other ethnic

groups of Nepal.
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The Magar language denotes the language spoken by the Magar residing in Palpa,

Syangja and Tanahun. It is also called Barha Magarati language. Likewise,

Atharaha Magarati is a Magar language, which consists of Kham language and

Kaike languge. It also includes Chhantyal language. The language spoken by the

people residing in the north side of the districts like Rukum, Rolpa, Pyuthan and

Baglung is called Kham language. The language spoken by the people residing in

Tarakot is called Kaike language. Roka Magars speak Kaike language. There is

Chhantyal language spoken by Chhantyal Magars. Bura, Roka, Budha and

Ghartimagar speak Kham language whereas Thapa, Rana, Ale and others speak

Barha Magarati language. Magars speak Barha Magarati language in the study

area but very little. Most of time they use Khas language as the lingua franca. The

historical proof shows that he people over here used to speak Magar language and

they used to have their own typical culture. The very name "Dangse" makes it

clear. Previously the name of this village was "Dangle" and later on it changed

into Dangse as per the elders. In the Magar language, "Dangse" means, " to see"

(dekhinchha/Arthat teha bata jata tatai dekinchh). As one could see all the places

around from this village, it was named as "Dangle". One could see the sparkling

Tansen city of Palpa and the motors running on the Siddhartha Highway from this

village and it has been by electricity line. These evidences are enough to prove the

claim made by the elders. As the name of the village has been derived from the

Magar language, even the people from other castes speak Magar language. Arni,

Rosh, Chaha, Chhop, etc are Magar words. In Magar language, Arni stands for

snacks, Chaha stands for Tea, Chhop stands Pickle and Rosh stands for culture. It

has been fifty years since Maruni was pushed to history whereas they have

retained the 'Rodhi' up to this day. Only old people speak Magar language whereas

the young generations do not speak their Magar language at all. This factor is

responsible for the deterioration of the Magar language. It also reflects how

Hinduism has influenced them. If they do not think of preserving their language

and culture, the day will come when only their face will reflect their caste.
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Moreover, the tendency of writing only Thapa as the surname, they are counted as

Kshetris even in the census. All these factors may lead the Magars to their identity

crisis.

As far as the dress of the Magar is concerned, they used to wear Bhangra and

Gado by spinning cotton on their own. The males used to wear Gado and Kachhad

whereas females used to wear Gado and Lungi like skirt made of Puwa. After the

introduction of cotton cultivation, the Magars began spinning cotton on their own.

The females used to wear Choli, Panga (a lungi like attire) whereas males used to

wear Bhoto made of Khadi, Kachhad, langauti and a hand made cap. The women

used to wear Guniya made of Panga, Cholo, Luaarfo, Pachheura and Ghalek.

They used to wear Ghalek on their own. It is also called "Syama Ghalek".

The Magars carry Khukuri in Rolpa, Rukum, and Pyuthan whereas the Magar

carry Hasiya (Sickle) and Khurpeto in Palpa, Syangja and Tanahun in the old

days, the young men used to tie around their head on their hand sewn cap and

carry Khurpeto whereas the young women used wear shirfool on the head,

shirbandi on the forehead, Chandrama pin on the back head, Madhari, Shilmundri

and Chepte Sun (gold) Dhungri in the ears, Phooli and Bulaki on the nose,

kanthamala and Jantar in the neck, Raiya, Churi (bangle) and Bala in the hands.

They used to carry Khurpeto. Previously men also used to put on earrings

(Kundals), and Silver Bala in the hands. At that time, the coral necklace was in

fashion. Both the married and unmarried women used to wear Pote called Kanthi.

There was a gold piece Jantar of Shobhaki in the middle of Kanthi.

In the northern part of Nepal, Magar males used to wear shoes made of raw leather

and puwa. Magars of Palpa, Tanahun and Syangja, however, used to wear shoes

cobbled by the local Sarkis (cobblers by caste). However, all these assets of the

identity are on the way to extinction because of contact with the people from other

castes and the foreigners. Previously, velvet was rather popular among Magars.
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Nowadays the women wear Sari, Lungi, and necklace, blouse etc whereas men

wear shirt, T-shirt, Pants, Istakot, Daurasurbal and shorts.

In comparison to other castes, the Magars have been influenced more by the

foreign culture. They have lost their traditional culture. Their religion is in crisis.

Even half of the Magars cannot speak their mother tongue. The problem is that

they cannot be called perfect Hindus as they still retain paternal pooja, Kul pooja,

Shamanism etc. These things show that they are worshippers of nature. Nowadays,

various Magar organizations are trying their best to preserve their threatened

Magar culture.

5.3.4 Social Organization

As the family is the fundamental basis of any society, all the social organizations

are based on the family. In comparison to the families of other ethnic/caste groups,

there is greater degree of harmony in the Magar families. So we can find a number

of joint families. Obviously Magars are not individualists. They are amiable as

well. That is why the three or four generations of the family members live

together. In Magar families, the tradition of suppression of daughter-in-law at he

hands of mother-in-law is rare. Women also enjoy comparably greater degree of

freedom. Usually, the Magars join army and separate only after their retirement.

That is why one can still see existence of joint families among the Magars. Most

of the Magars think that their brothers should also be self-dependent before

separation.  This is the result of the joint family. In the Baramu (so called lower

caste) community, there is a saying: Kera ra Chhora Chhuttiyako Ramro (it is well

and good to have bananas and sons separated). But we can find the opposite in the

Magar families. Despite the fact that women are provided with greater degree of

freedom, the men still holds dominance socially and legally. In the Rais there is

matriarchal family but in the Magar community there is patriarchal family. All the

same, women have been provided with freedom.
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The eldest and the mature person are assigned to run household. In his absence,

others run the household as per his order. With respect to women, the first order

goes like this: the mother-in-law first the eldest daughter-in law and others.

In the Magar society, one can find the great sense of respect within and among the

families. The sons, daughter-in-laws and grandchildren respect their parents and

grandparents. Likewise, the daughter-in-laws respect their sisters and brother-in-

law. The sister-in-laws respect their younger brother as well as sister-in-laws. But

they have got to greet their sister-in-law. The sister-in-laws are considered as

mothers. Previously the brother-in-law was supposed to marry his sister-in-law if

his elder brother died. At present, this kind of tradition does not exist.

5.3.5 Work Divisions of Magars

With respect to work division, the Magar community assigns men physically hard

works, which involve long journey, migration to other countries for earning

money and so on. At house they clean the shed and feed the cattle and cut grass.

Likewise, the milking, churning the buttermilk, weaving the Doko and the Namlo

are also done by womenfolk. In the same manner, hunting, plowing, carrying

corpse to its destination, slaughtering etc. are done by men. Scrubbing, fetching

water, cooking etc. are the shares of womenfolk. Moreover they are also involved

in Mela pata and other ordinary works. The kitchen work is mainly handled by the

mother-in-law. If she cannot do it alone her daughter-in-law assists her. The

people, who stay at home doing household chores, are called "Imman" by Magars.

In Magar language, Im means home and man means women. So the women folk,

who stay at home doing chores, are called Imman. Women perform the worship of

Ghatu pooja. Both men and women go for 'Pawas' to go far for buying or selling

things (goods) is called Pawas.

All the family members have their meal together. The food is served to all

simultaneously. It is called "Tirkhanda ka ke", which means to divide equally. If
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there is a guest, they feed him first and take their meals late on. Previously they

used to have bath and change clothes before cooking as well as eating Kodo ko

dhido and Khichadi. Such custom is no longer in practice. On such occasions, the

unmarried people were not allowed to enter the kitchen; they had to eat separately.

As there is a tradition of having drinks, they also offer drinks to their guest if he is

a male. They are habituated to force their guests or relatives to have drinks.

Nowadays they have been aware of the fact that drink is harmful to their health.

That's why they ask people before they offer drinks. The youngsters are even

advised not to have drinks at all.

This community tends to be rather sensitive as it is not possible to live in the joint

family despite the fact that there is a thought that all the brothers should be equal.

When they separate from each other, they do so under the observation of the elders

of the village. If the parents are alive, they separate Jiuni land for their parents.

After their death, the brothers share this piece of land with each other. The elders

say that they used to cook and have as many "Mana" rice as there are family

members on the day of separation. They call it "Mana Bhakke" or separation of

“Mana."

In this way, the Magar community is totally different from other communities.

They have their own typical culture, which can be regarded as one of the cultural

assets of Nepal.

5.3.6 Economic and Political organization of Magars

Magars are regarded as economically as well as politically backward ethnic group.

Only soldiers are financially stronger whereas others are still financially lagging

behind. Their main occupation is agriculture. Apart from this, they are engaged in

army, trade, and migrating to other countries for job. Magars are more extravagant

than other ethnic groups. They spend a lot on food, drinks and other means of

entertainment. This is one of the reasons why they are financially lagging behind
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other ethnic groups. Previously Magars were engaged in mining works. Likewise,

they are fond of hunting. That's why they live nearby the forest.

Magars are also engaged in masonry, carpentry and livestock. They rear chicken,

goat, buffalo, and pig. The pig is the main source of meat in the Magar

community. They eat pork on the occasions like Dashain, Tihar, feast, marriage,

other worships, Maghe sankranti etc. They offer pigs even in their Kool pooja.

However, the Magars of this study area offer rams, cocks and goats instead of

pigs. Nevertheless, they are crazy about the pig's meat.

Pewa Pratha is still prevalent in the Magar community. Women buy clothes,

ornaments and other necessary things out of the money they earn by selling jaand

(local beer) and raksi (local wine). All these ornaments and other things become

their personal assets. Some women keep piece of land as 'Pewa'. Nowadays,

nobody owns the piece of land as Pewa in study area.

The concept of political party to mobilize the whole community was not there in

the Magar community in the past. Slowly they have learnt to mobilize themselves

learn politically because of education.

Magars have their own political organization. In this community, the politics

begins from a family and the brothers become the political units. The head is the

head of the family himself. Everybody has got to take advice from him. Likewise

there is a leader to lead the cultural programs in the context of he society.

Everything is conducted as per his suggestion.

In this study area, the people have to sell their cattle at the rate fixed by the

community. Especially the elder and clever person takes the leadership in such

activities. Everybody accepts his decision. The elder leader of the village is

supposed to work, as the peacemaker should there be any quarrel or conflict. This

kind of community administration is handled by one of the persons within Bheja.
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If a Bheja from one village needs to go to the Bheja of another village he is called

'Deshaure'. There are different prices of meat for Bheja and Deshaure.

In this democratic era of the 21st century, other kinds of Magar organizations are

also active. Nepal Langhali Sangh has developed into Nepal Magar Sangh for

social welfare and preservation as well as promotion of the culture. Its sisterly

organizations are active in various districts and campuses over Nepal. Immigrant

Magars have established its sisterly organizations in various countries they are

living in. For example, Honkong Magar Association, Association of Magar

Tokyo-Japan, Brunei Magar Association, Makau Magar Association, All India

Magar Association. Despite the Magar community has political concepts, the

concepts affiliated to Magar organization are rather deep-rooted ones.

5.4 Rites and Rituals of Magars

Every ethnic community does have its own ritual as per its custom. Likewise,

Magars do have their own traditional rites and rituals. They can be divided into

three categories: (a) Birth Rites (b) Initiation Rites (c) Death Rites.

Magars conduct all there rites in their own traditional manner. However, because

of the influence of Hinduism these rites have been linked to religion. The so-called

Hindus are trying their best to keep various ethnic groups in the darkness and

confusion. On the other hand, they have created the distinction between sin and

religiosity in order to run the society, in order to establish peace. It is a good thing.

But it is bad thing to lead people towards extremism and fundamentalism in the

name of religion.

Despite the fact that Magars have been noticeably influenced by Hinduism, the

Magars of Dangse have been able to retain their culture, partially though.
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5.4.1 Birth Rites

Birth is the first stage of the life cycle. This rite begins from the very day the

mother becomes pregnant. During her pregnancy, she is regarded impure for

religious works. Even her husband is considered impure for Mandali and

Babubaraju (ancestry) worship. The husband is prohibited to slaughter. The

parents as well as house become pure after conducting Nwaran, within three to

eleven days following the baby's birth. All the terha dine kinsmen are regarded

impure from the days of the child's birth to its Nwaran. On the sixth day, some

people celebrate Chhainthi as well. The Magars influenced by Hinduism celebrate

Chhainthi and they believe that fate of the child is written at this night. In some

places, people celebrate it by holding Kaurha, Sorathi, Maruni, and Rodhi, Chutka

etc. Generally, such Chhainthi is celebrated when the eldest son is born.

Usually the Magars influenced by Hinduism have the Nwaran conducted by

calling the priest on the eleventh day whereas the Magars, who follow their own

typical tradition, call their Kith and Kins to conduct the Nwaran. Even if they call

the Brahmin, the presence of the Kutumba is a must. They can ask Brahmins to fix

the day and name, and the Kutumba can conduct all the rituals. But the Nwaran

without Kutumba is beyond imagination in the typical Magar community. In the

places where there is no tradition of calling Brahmin, such ritual is conducted on

the birthday. But the Magars of Rapti zone conducts this ritual on the eleventh day

albeit they do not call Brahmins. There is a ritual of ‘raising naval’ on the 22nd day

(Naito Jagaune) in Rukum district.64

The Hinduism has also influenced the Magars of this Dangse village. So, they

keep family Brahmins. However, the presence of the Kutumba is a must. The

priest must be called when the elder son is born. With respect to other children, if

it is comfortable, the priest is called. Otherwise, the Kutumba, himself, visits the

64 Hemelton, I bid, p. 61.
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priest, gets name and date, and performs the rest of the rites himself. In the process

of naming, who have family Brahmins keep the name as per the days of the week

whereas the Magars, who do not have family Brahmins, keep the name as per the

days of the week. For example, the person who is born on Sunday (Aithbar), is

called Aaita Bahadur, the person, who is born on Wednesday (Budhabar), is called

Buddha Bahadur and the like sometimes, they keep the name as per the month in

which the child is born. A child, who is born in Mangshir, is named Man Bahadur.

Like in other ethnic communities, the belief that one cannot get a room in the

heaven without a son is prevalent in the Magar community as well. The son is the

only person who can do the funeral rights like offering Dagbatti (light for

cremation of the corpse of his parent) and Pinda (a rite to commemorate his

parents). So, the son’s place is a highly esteemed one. The Magars influenced by

Hinduism call the priest to help the son to perform their rites whereas the Magars

who don't keep priest call their Kutumba to perform all the rites. Nowadays, Nepal

Magar Association has managed Magar priests for performing such rituals.

However, the people of the study area call the priest to get their rites done.

5.4.2 Initiation rites (Karmakanda)

Every person has got to perform several rites as per his/her own tradition and

culture after taking birth on this earth. The rituals performed to run the life

smoothly and to show the maturity in various stages of life are called karma

rituals. For example, rice feeding (Pasni), Chhewar Getting the hair cut), offering

a frock, marriage etc. These kinds of rituals are performed at certain age. So, this

karma ritual lets us know whether or not a person has grown mature. The karma

rite tends be different as per the variation in the ethnic groups. The karma rites

observed in the Magar community will be described below:

5.4.2.1 Pur Bhaid/Bhat Khuwai (Pasni)
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As for the culture of the ethnic group, a son is fed rice after six months of his birth

whereas a daughter is fed rice after five months of his birth. At that time, Magars,

who are well off, offer new clothes to the child. So, the ritual of feeding the rice to

the child in new dress is called Pura Bhaida rice feeding ritual.

Magars do not celebrate the Pura Bhaid of other children with great pomp and

show the way they do of their eldest son. With respect to the daughter, they just

complete the formality. Previously, they would perform Maruni Nach and Kaurha

Nach. Nowadays, they no longer perform such dances. However, they perform

Rodhi. They think that the silly new generation doesn’t know how enjoy

themselves performing their traditional and cultural dances.

They get the date for Pura Bhaida fixed with the help of an astrologer. In some

places, the Magars fix this date themselves. They find out horoscope suitable to

the child and get the child fed rice with the help of a virgin girl of the same

household or from the households of other brothers. If the horoscope does not

allow, then one of the brothers will initiate the ritual. The parents and other invited

relations will follow him. On this occasion, the rice is served in the Tapari made

of the leaves of Bar, Saal and Katus. Magars believe that the child will be able to

speak sooner if it is fed the rice in the leaves of Bar. If he is fed the flesh of

Bhadrai (a type of bird), it is believed that he will be clever. In the process of this

rite, if the child doesn’t cry, it is supposed to be a bad omen. So, they pinch the

child to make it cry in case it doesn’t cry. They keep different things like a pen,

notebook and many other things. The child is supposed to do in future whatever it

touches at this time. For example, if he touches a pen and a notebook, he will be a

studious person. If he touches soil, he will follow farming. On this day, the

relatives offer the child the Bala of silver or Pancharatna Bala whereas other

people give the presents like clothes, money etc as per their capacity. These guests

are served adequate jaand (local beer), Raksi (local wine), Batuk (Bara), meat and

rice. The leftover of the child will be served to the virgin girl and the Tapari will
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be thrown at the crossroad. On this occasion, they worship Kul Deuta, Sumi-

Bhumi, Jhakri and Bhayar (Magar's god).

The Magars of study area follow all the rituals mentioned above. In this time, they

only offer Dhup to Kul Deuta. They offer Dhup and Akshata to other gods.

5.4.2.2 Chhewar and Offering Frock

Magars conduct Chhewar at the age of five years. In the absence of the father, it

can be conducted at the age of seven or nine. But the Magars from Kihnu Kahule

village of Tanahu district conduct Chhewar from the age of three to nine.65

Chhewar cannot be conducted at the age that consists of the even number. In some

places, the Kutumba is called to conduct Chhewar whereas in some places the

maternal uncle is called. The Magars of this study area call the person from the

maternal uncle. On this occasion, the maternal uncle shears his nephew from the

latter's house and conducts Chhewar. On this day, the maternal uncle feeds the

nephew selroti (snacks), curd etc, and offers him a cap. One can get married after

conducting Chhewar. Otherwise, he is not eligible to get married. If one’s

Chhewar has not been conducted in the childhood, then his Chhewar is conducted

on the day of his marriage before going to fetch bride.

Similarly, they offer frock to their daughter at the age of five. It is conducted by

consulting an astrologer. After offering the frock, the daughter is supposed to be

suitable/ready for initiation. But this custom is deteriorating. The Magars of this

study area have forgotten this custom. Nowadays they don't know even what

offering the frock means.

5.4.2.3 Marriage

The religions and social function to establish the marital relationship between the

mature woman and the man is called marriage. Marriage is inevitable for the

65 Hemelton, I bid, p. 64.
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continuation of creation and genealogy. Every ethnic group does have its own

marital custom. Likewise, Magars have their own marital custom. In some places

of the Himalayan region, people have a custom of getting one married to the

daughter of the father's sister. But such tradition is not prevalent among Magars.

As far as the daughter of the maternal uncle is concerned, one has the right to get

married to her. In other words, the maternal uncle's side cannot marry any women

from his sister's side. Magars call their father-in-law and mother-in-law maternal

uncle and maternal aunt respectively. The daughter of the maternal uncle is called

sister-in-law (Sali). The daughter of the maternal uncle is called "Sister-in-law of

the path" (Bato ki Sali). There is an old saying that one doesn't need to persuade

one's sister-in-law the way one doesn't need to cook Gundruk (Gundruk lai

pakaunu pardaina Salilai phakaunu pardaina). One can easily get married to his

sister-in-law. According to Shikharnath Subedi:

Mamaki Chhorisita hak yinko lagchha,

Bhanij Chhaina Bhane Aarkale Magchha.

Thakuri ra Magarko Yati Auta Khunchha,

Mamaki Chhorisita Bihyabari Hunchha.

This custom is prevalent among the Magars of study area. If they don't have sister-

in-law, they marry girls from other places. If the maternal uncle's daughter has

come of age and his nephew has also come of age, he has got to ask his nephew's

parents before getting his daughter married to any other person. This was

prevalent in the past. Likewise, if the nephew married another girl in the presence

of his maternal uncle's daughter, the uncle would punish him for going astray.

Now this custom, however, has already vanished. In this study area, Magars

choose the girls from other surnames. Still there is the tradition of getting married

to one's maternal uncle's daughter. One should pay respect to one's father’s sister’s

daughter. Previously one had to marry one's sister-in-law (Bhauju), if his brother

died, and he would get all the property of the dead brother. However, it no longer
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exists. In the Magar society, the widow and the widower can get remarried. People

don’t look down on them.

Various kinds of marriages like Arrange marriage, widow/widower marriage, love

marriage etc are prevalent in the Magar community. We can divide into two major

categories: (1) Magi Biwaha (Arrange Marriage) (2) Chori Biwaha (Audhanya

Biwaha). The marriages except the arrange marriage are called Audhanya Biwaha.

5.4.2.4 Magi Biwaha (Arrange Marriage)

When boy comes of the age, his parents end relatives look for a girl. If the boy

does have the daughter of his maternal uncle or a girl who has tied the sacred

thread in his hand, he can propose her. If he doesn't like the daughter of his

maternal uncle, he goes to elsewhere in search of appropriate girl. Previously they

used to go to propose the girl with a Theki (a wooden pot to hold buttermilk) of

curd. If the girl’s side accepted the proposal, they'd break the seal of Theki or

accept the Theki. If not they'd return the Theki. Nowadays they offer Theki only

after the girl's side gives the green signal. This Theki consists of a Theki of curd,

Selroti, Batuk (Bara), Banana, Local wine, a Cock and a hen, local beer (Jaand),

fried beans etc. This custom is also called getting the chicken burnt as it consists

of slaughtering of the chicken. After the girl's side accepts the Theki Bhari, the girl

is supposed to belong to the boy's. On this occasion, the girl's side along with her

maternal uncle and grand parents date of the marriage fixed. After matching

horoscope of the involved girl and boy it is called 'Lagan'. They also fix the

number of members of the procession (janti). The leader of the boy's side listens to

the girl's side, and asks the question. Previously, the girl's side used to ask for

fixed quantity of everything essential for marriage. For example, the Panchai

Baja, grains, pork, goat for the girl's maternal side, a castrated goat (Khasi), Local

Beer, Local Wine, Selroti etc. Nowadays this custom has disappeared. The Magars
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of this study area inform the boy’s side about their relatives only. They ask the

boy's side to bring the Sagun (parents) as per their capacity.

After getting the marriage fixed the boy's side goes to the girl's home along with

the fixed number of janti (procession) on the fixed date. Each member of the

procession takes Tika and has a spoon of Sagun of local beer at the time of

departure. The fireman fires a shot right before the departure. If two precessions

encounter each other on the way, they compete each other in Panchai Baja and

guns. The side whose Panchai Baja is more consistent, which does have greater

number of fireman, and whose guns fire with greater sound, wins the competition,

and the defeated team has got to pay certain amount of money as compensation.

Before the procession reaches the girl's home, a person from the boy's side goes to

the girl's house with a Theki of curd and informs the number of members involved

in the precession. Such person is called 'Bhatkuro'. Even a day before the

departure to the girl's house, the boy's side may send a few baskets or Solis of

Sagun and the rest of the Sagun is carried on the very day of the departure. As the

precession reaches the gate of the girl's home, the girl's side receives the

precession by conducting a ritual called "Janti Parsane". At the completion of

exchange of Tika and rings (Swayember), the bridegroom is carried to the kitchen.

The lokanta (the special company of the bridegroom) is supposed to do something

funny in the kitchen.

On this occasion, other girls of the girl's side make a Jhyal Tapari a nine-storey

place with windows made of leaves. They also weave a cap out of leaves and

make a garland of various legumes. They also offer a bottle of water as local wine.

The Lokanta has got to accept the fake wine, roti served in the nine storey tapari,

Hookaah made of banana trunk, and a bag full of matches, cigarettes, money and

nettle to get him shocked. Later on, the Lokanta has got to return all the stuff

adding the equal amount of everything that is there in the bag. The bridegroom,
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however, pays the expenses. Likewise, the chilim of hookaah is filled with chilly

powder and the lokanta pretends as if he is enjoying it. He has got to identify the

bottle of real wine. If he identifies, he can get it free of cost. Otherwise, he has got

to pay for it as per the current rate.

5.4.3 Funeral rites

With respect to the dead body, Magars follow both the traditions: burial and

cremation. In some places, Magars tend to bury and burn the corpse on the banks

of the river. However, they do not cremate the bodies of the shamans. Instead, they

are buried.66 The shamans (Lama)67 do both good and bad. So they do not have the

room in the heaven. Instead, they are hurled down to the hell. The Magars of this

study area, too, bury the shamans and other people who die during the eclipse.

Others are cremated. The people give the last funeral rites on the bank of Kali

Gandaki.

When one dies, the son or any other brother in the absence of the son, offers

Dagbatti (fire) by putting the light of cotton and water in the mouth of the

deceased. This rite may be conducted on the bank of the river. There is a belief

that the soul of the deceased doesn't get the exit and remains as the air on the earth

should the corpse is touched by any animal while carrying it to the bank of the

river. Magars count their morning day from the very day when the deceased is

offered the Dagbatti. And they perform the rite of purification on the thirteenth

day. It is called blowing salt or getting released.

While carrying the corpse, the deceased's son has to give his shoulder at first. It is

called offering the shoulder (Kaandh Dine/Thapne). They spread money and

grains of rice on the earth where they burn or bury the corpse. It is called

'Purchasing the land' or 'purchasing the earth' (Dharti Kinne). After performing

66 Baral Magar op. cit. p. 80
67 Lama means witch's doctor.
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this rite, the corpse is cremated or buried. Then the son(s) is/are shaved by the

Kutumba. Their hair is offered to the same river. Among the members of the

funeral procession one remains pure/sacred. He puts thorns on the way of other

members while getting back from the bank. And other members crush the thorn

with their feet and offer Dhup (smell). And they return home. On that day the son

has to stay without having any food. From the next day on, the son and daughter-

in-law take food once a day. The kinsmen visit the deceased's house everyday to

get the son and daughter-in-law fed. One the tenth day Magars performs Dash

Gottra. The Magars of the study area call it "Dikuro Phutalne". On the thirteenth

day, they perform rites of purification. It is also called the day of 'salt blowing'

(Nun Chhuwaune). On this day, the presence of the Kutumba is a must even

though when they invite the priest. The Kutumba performs the rite of making a

family members touch the salt. After this, they are allowed to have salt. Sprinkling

the sacred water prepared by mixing the gold touched water and the cow’s urine

purifies all the members of the funeral precession and the family members and the

surroundings.

In some places, they mourn for the whole year. Generally, they mourn for forty-

five days, six-months or one year. In this period, he is not allowed to eat flesh,

touch the cow, touch the people from lower caste, and sit on the Chautari. He does

not drink even water at the home of the person, who did not come to attend the

funeral feast. At the completion of this period, they throw a small feast.

5.5 Festivals

Every ethnic community does have its own festivals. However, there are a few

festivals, which are common. Magars have different kinds of festivals. One the

one hand, they celebrate the festivals like Dashain, Tihar, Krishna Ashtami etc,

and they celebrate their own typical festivals, on the other hand.
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5.5.1 Bada Dashain

Dashain is regarded as a great festival of Hindus. However, people from other

religions, too, celebrate this festival with great pomp and show. So do the Magars

of this village. From Saptami onwards, they offer pooja at Kot. On the Nawami,

they offer Panchawali to the goddess Durga. Magars of this study area promise the

goddess to protect them when they fight wars serving in the army. They also

promise (Bhakal) for getting high rank. And who goes to foreign countries as a

labourer also promises to succeed in their ambition. So, when they return home

they fulfill their promise by offering Panchawali on the Nawami on their success.

On the Dashami, they receive Tika and blessing from their elders and wear new

clothes. They play swings. They visit their in-laws. They visit their neighbors as

well. Magars bake sell roti and welcome the guests with selroti, pork and local

beer or wine. Swing, Rodhi, and other entertaining games are special about

Dashain. Generally, the Magars of this study area put on white Tika. However,

some Magars put on red Tika to look attractive. The ritual of receiving Tika,

Jamara and blessing from the elders continues up to Purnima.

5.5.2 Tihar (Bhai Tika)

Tihar, not unlike Dashain, is another important festival of Nepalese people.

Magars of this study area celebrate Tihar with greater pomp and show the way

they do Dashain. The brothers migrated to other countries also get back at Tihar

even if they failed to return at Dashan in order to received Tika from their beloved

sisters.

As per Janasruti, the Magar king Balihang had introduced Tihar to the Magar

ethnic group in the ancient time.68Magars celebrate Tihar for three days altogether.

On the day of dark moon (Aunsi), they worship cows and invite their sisters and

68 Hemelton, Op. cit. P. 121.
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give them Tika as well as other presents. After worshipping cow, they hang Toran

(along rope made of grass and flowers). Only then they have their meal. The

married people play Deusi-Bhailo. But the people do not accept Deausi-Bhailo

until they worship cows.

The sisters come to their brother's house on the very day of Ausi and get delicious

dishes. On the day of Tihar, the brothers receive Tika from their sisters and they

play Deusi-Bhailo together. The married/unmarried brothers and sisters enjoy

themselves with jhyaure, Rodhi etc. On this day, they take Batuk (Bara), selroti,

Raksi and other delicious dishes. They can play Deusi for five days continuously.

However, if they break it, they cannot resume it again.

They also play swing fixed at Dashain. When Tihar is over, they keep all the

materials for the next year. In this study area, Magars fixed sewing every year and

let their guests swing as much as they want.

5.5.3 Pandhra Push

The Magars of Syangja and Tanahu celebrate this festival with great pomp and

show whereas the Magars of Palpa don't celebrate it that much. Within Syangja it

is not celebrated that much in this study area despite it is celebrated with great

pomp and show in other parts of Syangja district. They just have pork and mutton

on this occasion. If the date allows (Tithi), they offer pooja and have meat.

5.5.4 Maghe Sankranti (Makar Sakaranti)

Maghe Sankranti is observed by Magars with great pomp and show. Magars

celebrate it as a tribute to their dead ancestors. The people, whose parents are

dead, offer pinda. So, they go fasting on the day of Mashantar. Next day, they

offer pinda. But the Magars, who observe shraddha, do not offer Mutthi.
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Kaura Nnach is observed in the eastern part of Palpa, and Rishing and Ghring of

Tanahu. On the day of Maghe Sankranti, people have Khichadi, yam and fruits

with the belief that this will salvage them. The Magars of this study area celebrate

it by eating Yam, Batuk, fruits and Khichadi. On this day, they invite kutumba and

other relatives and enjoy themselves having pork, Batuk and local wine or local

beer.

5.5.5 Basanta Panchami

On the occasion of Basanta Panchami, Magars from different places play shooting,

dance Jibaimama, and worship Kol (a wooden device for squeezing citrus fruits

(Tori Pelne kol). After finishing the kul pooja they sing song moving around Kol.

It is called 'Kol Dhyakke'.69 But Magars of this study area do not celebrate it that

much. On this day, they worship the plough and their new bulls (Bachchha) to

plough. They think that this is a very auspicious day to begin any good work. They

don't need to consult the astrologer at all. Likewise, the girls get their nose and

ears pierced on this day. If they have promised the god or goddess to offer

something, they offer on this day.

5.5.6 Younat (Phagu Purnima)

Magars do not celebrate it that much in this study area. However, they play Holi.

The youths of the village play Holi visiting every household. They dance and

collect money. Some people (rich people) offer Data70 as well. Later on, they go

on picnic (Banbhat/ora). Basically, the young girls and boys smear colours to each

other, and dance a lot.

69 Baral op.cit. P.122.
70 Datta means the extra amount of money given except Dakshina. The person, who offers such datta, is
invited on the day of celebrating Ora (Picnic).
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5.5.7 Chaite Dashain

This festival is not marked as much as the Vijaya Dashami is. However, it is

regarded as a significant festival from the point of view of entertainment in the

Magar community. Usually, it is marked for one day only. On this day they offer

worship at the Kot and invite their sisters and other relatives. Magars fry Batuk

and the guests are served Batuk, local wine, and pork as well as worshipped meat.

The Magar tends to be the priest of the Kot. They usually regard Bhairab as the

Kot's god. On this day, too, they offer Panchawali. Usually, the people, who have

been to foreign countries for job, tend to make promises for their self-protection,

promotion and wish. In some places, they perform Ghatu dance after the Kot

worship is over. On this occasion, too, weapons and bells are brought to the

temple. On this day of worship, people are not supposed to play Dhiki Janto (local

stone mill). On this day, too, the feast and dance are taken place. In some places,

they perform Ghatu dance after the Kot pooja is over. This starts from the Astahmi

and continues up to the next day. The Magars of the Syangja, Tanahu and the

eastern part of Palpa perform Kaurha dance. However, the Magars of this village

dance in the rhythm of Panchaibaja. They perform Rodhi at night.

5.5.8 Chandi (Baisakh Purnima)

Chandi Purnima, too, holds a significant place in the Magar culture. It is also

called Baisakhe Purnima. The Buddhists observe this day as the Buddha's birth

anniversary whereas Magars celebrate it as Chandi Purnima. The Magars of Palpa,

Tanahu and Syangja celebrate it on different days. Usually, it is observed from

Akshya Tritiya to full moon of Baisakh.

All villagers conduct Chandi Pooja together. It is called "Chandi Bheja". On this

occasion, they hold a discussion on the custom and traditions and establish new

customs by changing the old ones. Moreover, they talk of justice and injustice.
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The victim can appeal to the authorities regarding her/his injustice. The authorities

in question must hear their victims and give verdicts. All the victims are supposed

get justice during this festival. That's why it is also called "A festival of getting

Justice."

On this day, people from all age groups gather at the place of performing Bheja

and offer Chandi God a pig, chicken etc. They also offer local beer (Jaand) as

well. They take local beer as prasad. At the completion of this worship, they

perform Ghatu Naach or Kaurha Naach as per the place.  There is no tradition of

Ghatu Naach or Kaurha Naach in this study area of Dangse, However, they

perform Rodhi and dance Jhyaure.

5.5.9 Saune Sankranti

Magars observe it as a small kind of festival. They mark it as the day of getting rid

of measles. On this day, the Magars of this place (study area) invite their sisters.

The young girls put on Tiuri.The young girls and boys perform Rodhi. They throw

their measles away (actually they throw away in words only) in the evening. In the

process of throwing measles away, they insert Siudi, Kurilo, Bhalayo, and Kush in

their roof and throw the burning sticks towards all four directions. They make a

small hut in their yard, cut chicken and shout: “Take my measles, Thyroid ridden

Kali pare or Luto laija Kalipare Ganda” (Abusing the people across the Kali

Gandaki river). There is a belief this rite enables one to get rid of diseases like

measles.

Magars of Rolpa district call it "Sauni". They bake breads in the shape of snakes

and lizards, and offer them to gods and goddess. In the evening, all the family

members come out to wish burning pine sticks and take that a candle towards the

tail of cow. They throw the burning sticks away shouting, "Take away all our

disease and hunger” (Sabaiko rog bhog laija). As they throw the burning sticks

away, they call it "Rok Sankranti".
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5.5.10 Janai Purnima and Krishna Ashtami

On the day of Janai Purnima, the Brahmin priest comes to every home and ties the

sacred thread in the hands of people. Magars do not mark it as a festival. As this

study area Dangse is nearby a Newar village, they go to observe Lakhe Dance

performed by the Newars.

Krishna Ashatami follows it. Magars call it Jarmasti (Janmasthami). On this day,

Magars invite their Kutumbas. Magars consider this day as the day for visiting

their in-laws. They say that Teej is for women whereas Janmaasthami for men. So,

the men folk visit their in-laws and their maternal uncle's home. They also go to

observe the fair. In some places, they perform the deeds of Krishna on the stage.

But the Magar youths of this village of Dangse go to see Lakhe dance, and

perform Rodhi.

5.5.11 Teej (Haritalika)

This festival is a women oriented festival. On this day, Magars invite their sisters

and serve them delicious dishes. They offer Batuk, local wine and beer, selroti,

curd etc. Because of the influence of Aryan Brahmin, the Magars women, too,

dance singing the songs full of their agonies. They enjoy themselves dancing

'jhora'. The women of this Dangse village, too, dance Jhora, go fasting, watch

Lakhe dance and perform Rodhi throughout the whole night.

5.6 Worship (Pooja Aaja)

Magars tend to believe in shamanism, witch doctors and ghosts. When any one of

them falls ill they consult shaman and witch doctors to know whether ghosts,

witches or gods/goddesses have made them suffer. They make the patient touch a

spoonful of rice and let the shamans/witch doctors examine the case with the help

of the same rice. If the ghost is the one, which receives smell of incense, they offer

the incense and throw it on the cross road at the dawn or twilight whereas if the
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ghost is the one, which needs worship, they offer a cock. The meat of the cock

offered in such manner should be eaten away in the forest. If the gods/goddesses

have made the patient suffer, they offer cock, goat etc on the suitable date. Magars

mainly conduct the worships like kul pooja, pitri pooja, mandali pooja, bajebaraju

pooja shikari pooja jhankri pooja, mai pooja, bhimsien pooja, devideurali

pooja,etc.

5.6.1 Kul Pooja

Magars have their own sort of kul pooja. They call it kuleni Deuta and kuleni

pooja to kul pooja. This is a pooja affiliated to a particular clan having the name

surname. The kinsmen having the same surname conduct this worship together.

Magars from different places conduct it in different ways. Some Magars sacrifice

pigs, some sacrifice lambs some chickens, and some goats. Some Magars conduct

it annually, whereas some conduct it every two years or every five years.

The Magars of study area, especially Sapleti and Khulal, conduct this pooja every

five years. Other Magars go back to the place of origin to conduct it as they find

their clan members over there. Apart from it, it becomes cheaper for them. Khulal

Thapa Magars offer lambs whereas Sapleti Thapa Magars offer goats. On the

occasion of kul pooja and wedding Khulal Thapa Magars don not have the

Panchai Baja played. Likewise, they do not let the untouchables have the prassd

of the kul pooja. For they believe that their Kul Deuta would get angry if they let

the untouchables have it. Likewise, the prasad is not supposed to keep till it turns

stale. So, they bury it at night. If the leftovers are exposed, the god might come

into the lama, and he might warn the people of something ominous. The custom of

Sapleti Magars is different from that of Khulal Magars. They have the Panchai

Baja played. People from all castes are allowed to have the offerings. However,

the kinsmen from other clans help each other in their respective kul pooja. Their

kul pooja takes place every five years and the custom of getting the lama into
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frenzy shaking is prevalent in both the groups. They celebrate this pooja both great

pomp and show. They invite all of their relatives to have the offerings and throw a

bhoj.

5.6.2 Adharate and Bayu Pooja

The Khulal and Sapleti Magars of this area perform Bayu pooja together on the

day of the (Purnima) full moon of Mangsir. Right at the night before the full moon

of Mangsir, Khulal Magars perform Adharate (witch) pooja. This pooja is called

Adharate as it is performed at 12.00 clocks at night. According to the old people

of this village, “There was a rather dangerous witch having the Khulal surname.

She turned into an ominous spirit because she died underage. People offer her

chickens, milk and incense smell. She is also offered pooja by the bachelor boys.

As a virgin witch, she was ashamed of receiving the offerings at the daytime; she

showed her wish to have offerings at night. So, the offerings are still made at the

midnight. That’s why it is called “Adharate pooja” (midnight worship). The boys

arrange all things for pooja directed by old men. They bake bread (selroti) as well.

Meanwhile, other boys put off the light and steal the bread. So, it is also known as

“The night for stealing the bread” (Roti chorne rat). The Bayu pooja follows the

adharate pooja next day. But the Bayu pooja cannot be performed without

performing the Adharate pooja. For the Adharate witch won’t let other spirits have

offerings. That’s why Khulal Magars conduct the Bayu pooja on the day of full

moon. But Sapleti Magars do not have this type of spiritual pooja (Adharate

pooja). However, they also perform Bayu pooja and sacrifice cocks, pairs of hens

to the Bayu on this day.

5.6.3 Pitri pooja

Magars conduct pitri pooja as per their culture. The Magars, who show reverence

to their ancestors, offer a cock in the Mahaashtami morning of Pirti Aaunsi.
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However, the Magars of this area perform shraddha with the help of their Brahmin

priest. Some people offer “Muthi” on the occasion of Maghe Sakranti.

5.6.4 Other Poojas

Magars conduct various kinds of pooja. They worship various phenomena ranging

from stone, clay (Sumi Bhumi) god, to Naag, Jhankri, Bhayar, Kushunda, Masan,

Gur, Bhimsen, Disimkote, Samiksha, Mai (Thanimai, Phirantemai), Bonoskhanne

pooja etc. They also offer pooja to various Devi Deuralis in order to prevent the

village from diseases, disasters like landslide and flood, and for good crops and for

the fulfillment of their wish. They perform their poojas on the days like Panchami,

Dashami and Purnima. On the occasions of plantation and harvesting of the crops,

the Magars of this village perform Sumi Bhumi and Jhankri Bhayar pooja by

offering a pair of hen and cock.
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CHAPTER VI

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISITICS

6.1 Demographic Characteristics of Waaling Municipality

Waaling municipality consists of three blocs (Ilaka) of the district development

committee. They are 9, 10 and 11 respectively. This municipality has been divided

into eleven wards, which included five rural wards and 6 urban wards. The

municipality office said that it had conducted a survey of all households in the

financial year 2055/056 (1998/97), however, the data provided in percent tally

with that of the population census data of the Central Bureau of Statistics

conducted in 2001 (Table 1).

Table 1: Population of Waaling Municipality

Ward

No.

0-9 10-44 45-74 Above 75 Total

M F M F M F M F M F Both

1 334 315 711 704 184 147 4 12 1233 1178 2411

2 214 202 480 412 101 115 10 15 805 744 1549

3 266 247 740 630 170 199 6 12 1182 1088 2270

4 200 162 346 294 113 134 7 5 666 595 1261

5 194 187 446 408 166 172 6 4 812 771 1583

6 203 191 334 307 102 95 2 3 641 596 1237

7 206 203 442 417 150 114 5 12 803 746 1549

8 280 389 772 659 157 191 17 20 1226 1259 2485

9 361 359 665 653 175 170 14 12 1215 1194 2409

10 252 206 598 447 153 193 3 5 1006 851 1857

11 198 215 346 355 121 80 4 17 669 667 1336

Total 2708 2676 5880 5286 1592 1610 78 117 10258 9689 19947

Source: CBS 2001.
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6.2 Population on the basis of caste

More than 15 castes have been living together in this Municipality. On the basis of

caste, the Brahmin consists of 38.20 percent, Magars 17.95 percent, and Gurung

8.47 percent. Sunars cover only 0.3 percent being the smallest community.

Table 2: Population on the basis of Caste

Caste Name Total Population Male Female Total Percent

Bahun 7798 3604 4194 38.20

Magar 3664 1658 2006 17.95

Gurung 1729 792 937 8.47

Chhetri 1647 771 876 8.10

Newar 1176 542 634 5.70

Sarki 752 337 415 3.70

Kami 718 343 375 3.51

Thakuri 671 315 356 3.29

Damai/Dholi 525 248 277 2.58

Muslim 200 95 105 0.98

Gharti/Bhujel 400 180 220 1.97

Sanyasi 277 126 151 1.36

Majhi 227 112 115 1.11

Kumal 209 101 108 1.02

Sunar 60 21 39 0.30

Unidentified Dalit 117 59 58 0.57

Unidentified Caste 84 43 41 0.41

Others 160 95 65 0.78

Grand Total 20414 9442 10972 100

Source: CBS 2001.
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6.3 Population on the basis of Religion

According to religion, the Hindus occupy 90.09 percent of the whole population.

Buddhists cover 7.61 percent, and thus have become the second largest religious

community. Sikhs occupy the smallest portion. They occupy only 0.01 percent.

There is no different between 1998 and 2001 census year.

Table 3: Population on the Basis of Religion

Religion 1998 2001
Percent Percent

Hindu 90.09 90.09
Buddha 7.61 7.61
Islam 0.98 0.98
Christian 0.15 0.15
Sikhs 0.01 -
Not Mention 1.16 1.17
Total 100 100
Source: - Waaling Nagarpalika Sanchhipta Paraichaya, office of the Municipality

of Waaling (1998) 2055/056 and CBS 2001.

Fig.1: Population on the Basis of Religion
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6.4 Population of Magars in the Study Area (Ward no.10) by Age and Sex

In this study area (ward no.10), Magars occupy the dominant place. Magars from

this village usually join army service and migrate to other countries to earn money.

Other castes have been influenced by Magars in this respect. While studying the

Magar population of this village, the number of active population is greater than

that of the inert one. Likewise, the population of males is larger than that of

females. It has been shown in the table below:

Table 4: Population on the Basis of Age and Sex

Age Sex Total Percent

Male Female

0-9 32 28 60 18.13

10-19 47 33 80 24.17

20-29 33 26 59 17.82

30-39 17 17 34 10.27

40-49 19 21 40 12.08

50-59 12 16 28 8.47

Above 60 20 10 30 9.06

180 151 331 100

Source: Field survey, 2004

The Population Census 2001 shows that the Magars Male 109 and Female 132

(Total 241). The field survey 2004 seems the Magars Male 180 and Female 151

(Total 331).
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Fig 2: Population by Age and Sex
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6.5 Dependency Ratio

Dependency ration is such kind of mathematical measurement, which is used to

find out the number of the dependent population. The people from 0-14 and above

60 are regarded as passive population whereas people from 15-59 are regarded as

active population. We can measure it in three ways: firstly by reckoning the youth

dependency ratio, secondly by reckoning the old dependency ratio and thirdly by

reckoning the overall dependency ratio. The overall dependency is reckoned by

dividing the combined number of the children and old people by the number of the

active population. Greater the number of youths and old people, greater will be

dependency ratio and smaller will be the proportion of the active population. We

can find out the dependency rate by using the following formula:

ODR= 



Where,

ODR = Overall Dependency ratio

Y = Youth population-0-14 yrs

O = Old population- above 60 yrs

A = Active population-15-59 yrs
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K = 100

Table 5: Dependency Ratio of Magars in Dangse

Dependency Ratio

Age group No. of Population Youth Old Overall

0-14 107

1:0.52 1:0.14 1:0.6615-59 205

Above-60 29

Total 331

Nepal 1:0.73 1:0.12 1:85

Source: Field Survey, 2004

The table shows the proportion of dependent and the active population of Magars.

The dependency ratio of Magars is 1:0.66. According to this table there is greater

active population in comparison to 1:85 of national dependency rate. Higher the

dependency ratio, higher the burden the population of working ages has to bear for

looking after children and old age population in terms of food, clothes housing,

health education and sanitation etc.

6.6 Ages and Sex Ratio

The two characteristics of the population that receive the most attention in

demographic analysis are age and sex. Although, sex is a personal characteristic of

a person, information on sex can normally be obtained without difficulty. Social

roles and cultural patterns may be affected sex composition. Many types of

planning, such as military community constitutions and services, particularly

health services require separate population data for males and females. The

balance of sexes affects social and economic relationships within a community.

The sex ratio is usually expressed as the number of males per hundred females. It

can also be expressed as number of females per hundred males.
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Table 6: Age and Sex Ratio of Magars in Dangse

Age group Population Male Percent Female Percent Sex Ratio

0-4 Years 23 15 4.53 8 2.42 187.50

5-9 Years 37 18 5.44 19 5.74 94.736

9-14 Years 43 26 7.85 17 5.14 152.941

15-19 Years 37 21 6.34 16 4.83 131.25

20-24 Years 34 21 6.34 13 3.93 161.538

25-29 Years 24 12 3.63 12 3.63 100

30-34 Years 16 11 3.32 5 1.51 220

35-39 Years 19 7 2.11 12 3.63 58.33

40-44 Years 22 11 3.32 11 3.32 100

45-49 Years 19 7 2.11 12 3.63 58.33

50-54 Years 14 7 2.11 7 2.11 100

55-59 Years 13 4 1.21 9 2.72 44.44

60-64 Years 9 6 1.81 3 0.91 66.66

+65 Years 21 14 4.23 7 2.11 200

Total 331 180 54.38 151 45.62 119.20

Source: Field Survey, 2004

The sex ratios of the Magar population of Dangse village in different age groups

show the highest sex ratio in the age group of 30-34 years, which is 220 males per

100 females and lowest is in the age group of 55-59 years, which is 44.44 males

per 100 females. The female exceed in age group of 5-9, 35-39, 45-49 and 55-59.

The equal ratio is in age group of 25-29, 40-44 and 50-54 years, which is 100

males per 100 females. And the other remains exceed of males. In aggregate, the

sex ratio of Magar in study area is higher male per female, which consists 119.20

males per 100 females. Due to the mortality factor, lower status of the female in
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the society, low life expectancy, burden of heavy work in the house, early

marriage, giving more birth, careless about sanitation and hygiene, ignorant about

foods and nutrition and health, early age at marriage are the actors responsible for

low sex ratio of the females.

Fig. 3: Population Pyramid

6.7 Literacy and Level of Education

While observing the educational status of Waaling Municipality, the educational

status of ward no. 10, and 11 is comparatively lower than that of other wards.

Rural areas have covered the large portion of these wards. Moreover, there is a

rising trend to join army and migrate to other countries. These are main reasons

behind the poor educational status of these wards. The educational status of

Waaling Municipality shows:
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Table 7: Population of 6 Years and Above and Total Illiterate, Literate and

Literacy Rate in Waaling Municipality

S.N. Ward

No.

Population

Aged 6 Years

& Above

Illiterate Literate Literacy

not Stated

Litera

cy

Rate

Can’t Read

& Write

Can Read

only

1 M F M F M F M F M F

2 1 1135 1244 98 355 115 112 918 772 4 6 71.03

3 2 671 797 58 233 20 23 591 530 2 11 76.36

4 3 1411 1524 108 366 44 59 1256 1094 3 6 80.06

5 4 422 560 45 223 25 23 352 312 1 2 67.61

6 5 623 801 47 242 82 72 492 474 2 13 67.83

7 6 434 563 59 203 24 45 346 308 5 7 67.42

8 7 541 658 145 263 9 14 378 355 9 26 61.13

9 8 1098 1328 107 432 72 93 919 802 0 1 70.93

10 9 701 933 175 350 81 70 442 485 3 28 56.73

11 10 585 725 117 321 19 12 447 378 2 14 62.97

12 11 412 502 104 219 5 7 302 275 1 1 63.12

Total 8033 9635 1063 3207 496 530 6443 5785 32 115 69.20

Grand Total 17668 4270 1026 12228 147

Source: CBS 2001

The table above shows that 69.20 percent of the total population is literate above

six years aged population in Waaling Municipality. In this municipality ward no. 9

has the least literacy rate (56.73%). Ward no 4, 5 and 6 share almost equal literacy

rate ie. 67.61, 67.83 and 67.42 percent respectively. Ward no 3 is the main Bazaar

area of this Municipality. That’s why ward no. 3 (80.06%) has the largest literacy

rate. Moreover, ward no. 1, 2 and 8 are its surrounding areas, and bazaar is rapidly

expanding. They have as much facilities as ward no 3 has. Therefore, people of

these wards are more educated than the people of other rural wards.
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The Waaling municipality households’ survey 1998 shows out of the total

population of 43.50 percent peoples are illiterate whereas the census 2001 shows

that only 38.80 are illiterate.

Table 8: Educational Status of Waaling Municipality

S.N. Ward

no.

Illiterate Primary Secondary S.L.C. I.A. B.A. M.A.

1 M F M F M F M F M F M F M F

2 1 284 532 536 400 254 177 81 40 50 26 25 3 3 -

3 2 321 418 191 163 165 105 62 32 42 23 17 3 7 -

4 3 409 566 299 224 234 175 101 71 81 38 43 13 15 1

5 4 408 415 86 85 95 50 25 33 20 9 17 4 12 1

6 5 445 467 108 92 88 97 72 71 63 38 33 5 6 1

7 6 257 303 139 116 126 91 77 77 29 9 9 - 4 -

8 7 343 397 209 183 154 106 25 27 31 13 28 21 13 9

9 8 229 442 318 322 327 338 127 77 137 55 71 17 25 3

10 9 291 473 486 390 295 230 79 75 43 21 19 4 2 1

11 10 421 483 327 276 223 85 20 4 8 3 5 - 2 -

12 11 323 440 198 183 63 31 18 6 14 6 10 1 3 -

Total 3728 4935 2894 2434 2024 1485 687 513 518 241 277 71 92 16

Grand Total 8663 5328 3509 1200 758 348 108

Percent 43.50 26.75 17.63 6.03 3.80 1.75 0.54

Source: Office of the Waaling Municipality (Record), household survey, 1998

(2055/056).

6.8 Educational Status of the Magars in study area

The Magars of this village are merely literate only. Only a handful of people are

highly educated. Women are comparatively more illiterate than men. Only boys

are sent to study up to secondary level as they can join army with the certificate of

the eighth grade. Despite the fact they are fairly well off families, they have not

been able to achieve success in education. The traditions like Rodhi have proved to

be great barrier on their path to education. Moreover, the widespread conviction
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that they must migrate to foreign countries and should not fail to join army is

another great impediment and reluctant to pursue for higher education. They give

preference to physical exercise and their physique to make them eligible for army

recruitment. The table below clarifies the educational status of this village.

Table 9: Educational status of the Magar in Study Area

Level Total Percent Males Percent Females Percent

Literate only 190 100.0 157 82.63 133 17.37

Primary 75 100.0 40 53.33 35 46.67

Secondary 97 100.0 52 53.60 45 46.40

Higher

Secondary

14 100.0 13 92.85 1 7.15

Graduate 3 100.0 3 100 0 0

Post Graduate 0 100.0 0 0 0 0

Source: Field Survey, 2004

The table above shows that the number of the graduate female Magars is null. All

these three graduates are males. Females are less educated than males. Only 17.37

percent females are literate. Moreover, only one female has passed S.L.C.

However, she is daughter-in-law from outside this village. In this village, the

number of postgraduate Magars, too, is null. The primary level and secondary

level percentages are satisfactory in terms of the gender wise study.

6.9 Occupational Structure

As an agricultural country, around 80 percent of Nepalese people depend on

agriculture. Likewise, regarding the people of this study area, Magars also pursue

agriculture as their main occupation. However, the Magar of this village give

priority to army service. Not surprisingly, the number of soldiers is large. There

are 33 retired soldiers and 15 on service soldiers in 48 Magars households. The
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Magar youths, who, fail to join army, migrate to foreign countries. The Magar

youths do not think of doing something in Nepal. Moreover, the parents want to

see their sons join the army or migrate to foreign countries. For they believe that

their children cannot study well.

Because of illiteracy and other circumstances, the Magars of the village are

attracted towards army service. Otherwise, they will migrate to foreign countries.

The table below shows the details of the refined as well as on service soldiers.

Table 10: The Ex-army (Lahure) Magars in Dangse

Retired Army persons Total (%) Persons in Service Total (%)

I. Indian army 24 (72.7) Indian army 13 (86.6)

Junior Commissioned Officer

(Subedar)

6 Corporal & Soldier 9

Junior Comissioned Officer

(N/Subedar)

2 Seargent 4

Seargent 11

Corporal & Soldier 5

II. British army 8 (24.3) British army 1 (6.7)

Captain 1 Corporal 1

Laptenent 1 -

Corporal 1 -

Soldier 5 -

III. Nepal army 1(3.0) Nepal army 1(6.7)

Corporal (Hav) 1 Seargent 1

Total 33 (68.75) Total 15 (31.25)

Source: field survey, 2004
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The data above shows that the tradition of joining army is declining. The number

of on-service soldiers is decreasing. The field surveys show that out of the total

number of soldiers, the retired soldiers occupy 68.75% whereas the on service

soldiers occupy only 31.25%. It reflects that the remittance generated from the

army service is declining. If the number of soldiers goes on decreasing, and the

youths fail to pursue their study, there is every chance that the economic condition

of Magars will deteriorate further.

The number of those joining the services in the British army has drastically

reduced as results of curtail in the number of Gurkha soldiers, which went down

from several thousands in the pas to few hundreds at present. Similarly India has

also reduced the number of recruits from Nepal considerably. In order to adapt

with the changing scenario of the decreasing prospect of employment in foreign

army services, the Magars of Dangse as well as the other ethnic/caste groups of

Nepal are also seeking other types of employment in foreign countries. They are

investing significant amount of money for getting foreign employment in different

countries of West Asia, South-east Asia, East Asia, Europe, Australia, the U.S.A.,

Canada and so on. The number of   youths who failed to pursue their study as well

as those with certain level of education are investing significant amount of money

to get foreign employment and the amount of money invested increase with the

countries with level of development and individual income. The countries

requiring higher investment for foreign employment are Japan, the US, the UK,

South Korea, west European counties.

6.9.1 Magar engaged in other occupations (Government & Non-government)

Agriculture, mining, army service etc were and are the major traditional

occupations of Magars.  However, the spread of education and awareness has

brought about changes in adopting different occupation irrespective of caste,

creed, religion, social and economic status and there exists no caste barrier in
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pursuing any occupation.. Nowadays Magars are engaged in various kinds of jobs.

This village has produced even aeroplane pilot who has settled down in the capital.

Usually Magars join the army. If not, they migrate to foreign countries. The trend

of migrating to other countries is rising. However, the parents want their sons

either to pursue their study or join the army or other services within the country.

The parents are not happy with their sons as they migrate to other countries against

their desire. On the other hand, their sons are forced to leave their country because

there are no better employment opportunities in Nepal. Of the total of 42 persons

leaving Dangse to work outside, only 7 persons are working in Nepal accounting

for working

The table below shows how Magars are distributed in various countries and

professions.

Table 11: Emigrant Magars working in various countries (Government &

Non-Government)

Countries Total (%) Government Non-Government

Nepal 7 (16.6) 5 2

India 18 (42.9) 10 8

Gulf Countries 17 (40.5) 17 -

Total 42 32 (76.2) 10 (23.8)

Source: Field survey, 2004
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Fig. 4: Emigrant Magars working in various countries (Government & Non-

Government)
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Nowadays the number of youths joining the India and British armies is decreasing

as a result of the British and Indian governments to reduce the number of recruits

from Nepal. The youths are pursuing higher level of education and, the trend of

migrating is rising among the Magar youth and the ex-army men to migrated to

various foreign countries like Qatar Malaysia, Saudi Arab, Dubai etc and

accounted for 17 percent of the total active population of the study area. There are

two persons in India army and two persons have permanent job. The number of

doing jobs in Nepal is rather limited. Among the educated Magars, three have

been teaching in the primary school. One under S.L.C. Magar youth is a driver and

another is a peon. Others have not been able to pass S.L.C. The trend of migration

to foreign countries is rising. Lack of employment opportunities, lack of

education, and the expensive lifestyle are a few socio-economic and political

reasons behind this migration.

The soldier and the migrants enjoy high esteem in this society because of their

high level of income and resulting higher living standard. This may be another

reason why they are attracted to army service and foreign employment.
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Despite the fact that the cash crops have very good possibility, the villagers prefer

food crops to cash crops. They know that the cash crops like orange can draw a

fair sum of money. But they have not been able to pursue the activities of growing

orange and other crops like ginger and producing sutho (dry ginger).

6.9.2 Population of the Magars and those Migrants returning to Dangse on

leave During the Survey time

The Magars have played vital role in the foreign as well as army services in Nepali

army. The Magsars represent the largest Nepalese ethnic group to be recruited in

the British and the Indian armies. Moreover, they have been migrating to various

countries in search of better employment opportunities. So, the males usually stay

out of country. However, they never miss Bada Dashain festival, if they get a

leave. During the survey time, the festival of Bada Dahain had just passed and the

festivity of Tihar (Bhaitika) was approaching. That is why only a few people were

absent from their home and the total absent was 304 persons consisting of 162

male and 140 females (Table 10).

Table 12: The number of the Magars found absent from the village during

the Survey time

Age Sex Total Percent

Male Female

0-9 28 27 55 18.75

10-19 46 30 76 25.00

20-29 28 24 52 17.11

30-39 12 13 25 8.22

40-49 17 20 37 12.17

50-59 11 16 27 8.88

Above 60 20 10 30 9.87

Grand Total 162 140 302 100.0

Source: Field survey, 2004
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After the World War I, Magars started joining the foreign army. In the Second

World War, Magars actively took part in the war as the bravest soldiers in the

world. So, the trend of joining the foreign army service started increasing. In this

study area, Magars used to join British army and Indian army. Nowadays there are

only limited vacancies in the Indian and the British armies. That’s why Magars

youths have started migrating to Gulf countries as labourers. Despite of the

absence of males, the male population is greater than that of the female. The lower

life expectancy, greater illiteracy rate, and early marriage are the main causes of

smaller number of females in this village. The table above shows that the

populations of age groups 10-19, 20-29 and above 60 are smaller than male

populations in the respective groups. In the age group 30-59, the population of the

females is greater than males. Because of the Lahure tradition and migrating to

foreign countries to earn money are other causes of greater population of females.

6.10 Land Holding

It has been already mentioned that the study area is a hill village with suitable

climate to live but the soil is not that much fertile. It is not fertile enough for good

paddy cultivation. However, it is fertile enough to grow other crops like maize and

millet. The yield is very low. They have to depend on the rain for irrigation. The

land remains barren for large parts of the year due to the lack of irrigation facility.

In the rainy season, they plant maize, millet and legumes. Since there is not

sufficient forest area, people depend on meadows, farmland and Bari land for

grass. The type of land availabe in the study area indicates
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Table 13: Number of Households with Types of Land by size of the land

Holdings

Land Type In Ropani

less than 4 4-8 8-12 12-16 Above-16

Khet 10 20 5 4 4

Bari 11 29 4 - 1

Kharbari 18 10 4 - 7

Total 39 59 13 4 12

Source: Field Survey, 2004

According to the table above, most of the households own Bari (fields) but only a

few people own Kharbari. Most of the households possess 4-8 ropani of Khet,

Bari and Kharbari. Only four households possess 12-16 ropani of field. But they

possess paddy field only. This class doesn’t own field and Kharbari.

Table 14: Households and Clans

S.N. Households Clans
1 25 Khulal (Thapa)
2 14 Sapleti (Thapa)
3 2 Rana
4 2 Singjali (Thapa)
5 3 Chun (Thapa)
6 1 Kala Saru (Saru)
7 1 Ruchal (Thapa)

Total 48 7 Clans

Source: Field Survey, 2004

6.11 Settlement Pattern House Type

The geographical landscape of Nepal and the culture of the ethnic/caste groups

dictate the formation of the settlement pattern. Except the Terai region, the

mountainous and hilly regions are made of numerous valleys and ridges. As this
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study area lies in the hill region with altitude ranging from 1000 meters to 1350

meters above sea level and in order keep warm aw well as for sun light for

agriculture activities, the settlements are faced to the south. As the slope of the

landscape is steep, the landslide resulted by a heavy deluge took three lives in

Ashad 4, 2059 B.S.

Photo 1: A menacing landslide, which took three lives in Dangse in Ashadh, 2059

The natural instinct of amicable and cooperative nature the settlement of the

Magars tends to be compacts and integrated one. However, the geographical

landscape does not allow this kind of compact settlement found the Tarai of in the

Kathmandu Valley cities. The settlement has extended from left to right and top to

bottom. So, it is a scattered sort of settlement (Map 5).
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There are a few nuclear settlements.

Photo 2: Study area: a view of Dangse village

It has created great problem in distributing electricity and drinking water. A few

nuclear households have not been able to utilize the electricity, as they have to

spend a lot of wire to carry electricity from the distribution pole to their house. As

far on the types of family is concerned, there are both kinds of family: nuclear and

joint.

In this village, most of the houses have thatched roof. There are a few houses with

corrugated zinc sheet roof. Some houses have slate roof and the slate had been

brought from the slate quarry of Bajgade (Patal) located in Kalikakot VDC

adjoining Dangse. A few traditional houses are in round shape having two storeys.

Most of the houses are rectangular with two or three storeys. Most of the three

storeyed houses have tin roof. They have concrete pillars. Moreover, the people

have got their walls tipped with cement. Other houses are made of wooden pillars

and mud. There are 14 houses with corrugated zinc sheet roof, 30 with thatch roof,

3 houses with slate roof. In all, the houses are of modern architecture having

several rooms as well as modern facilities like kitchen and dining room, drawing

room and toilet as well as modern furnitures. Out of 48 Magars households, ten

households have toilets. All toilets are made of mud, stone and cement.
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The oldest typical Magar house of Dangse

A Magar house made of slate

A Magar house built with zinc and cement

Photographs of the houses built in three different time
periods
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CHAPTER-VII

LIVELIHOOD STRATEGIES: DEVELOPMENT AND

CHANGE

7.1 Development Practices

In general, livelihood strategy is a matter of long-term process and response.

Every ethnic group carries on its lifestyle in its own way according to the

respective natural, social and economic environment. Environment is behind all

these natural as well as cultural diversities and tend to adapt themselves to their

environment. Their survival pattern, of course, follows the Darwinian theory of the

survival of the fittest and the natural selection. This is equally applicable in the

case of the survival of various indigenous ethnic groups. The Magars of this

village have been able to carry on their survival in their environment. The present

field observation shows that their living standard is better than it was twenty years

back. The people say that a great change has occurred because of the availability

of various kinds of facilities like electricity, road access, and other various kinds

of development practices.

7.1.1 Socio-economic Impacts of Road and Electricity

Every developmental work brings about direct and indirect impacts on the human life

both positive and negative ones as well. However, transportation and electricity have

brought about tremendous change in the development of the area and in the living

standard of the people.

7.1.2 Impact of Road

The road access brings about the direct impact on any society as a result of the

movement of people, goods and services. It boosts up modernization and fosters

business activities. Likewise, it increases inter linkage between and among the
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rural and urban areas in the movement of people, goods and services and

employment opportunities. Consequently, it improves the living standard and

income of the large section of the community.

Though Dangse village is connected with the Siddhartha Highway by un-metalled

mud road (Dhule road), people are excited about it. The four-wheel van, tractor

and other small vehicles ply on the streets throughout the winter at least. The

vehicles tend to carry goods rather than human beings. The people and mules are

also used for carrying goods. The road is 8 kilometers long and runs through

Waaling to reach Siddhartha Highway. It takes 2-3 hours to reach the destination

on foot. So, the road has brought about great convenience to the people by the

modern means of transportation of this area. As the jeeps run only in the winter,

the people collect foodstuff enough for the whole year before the rainy season

begins. So, the people are free of the tension of looking for mules. Moreover, they

get time enough to get themselves engaged in the cultivation. The Magars have

given this road the top priority. They do not export much foodstuff. Instead, they

import foodstuff. As the land of this village is not suitable for the paddy

cultivation, they import rice. In the same manner, chemical fertilizer and the goods

of every day consumption are also imported. They export ginger, garlic and

orange. Other products like maize, millet, wheat etc are consumed within the

village.

The market of this village is Waaling. As it lies on the Siddhartha Highway, the

goods are imported from Bhairahawa, Butwal and Pokhara. After this village has

been linked to Waaling by a motorable road, a few people have open up shops.

The goods of every day consumption and alcoholic beverages are sold. The youths

have been attracted to go for driving along the road on motorbike. Because of the

road, the shops are flourishing and the life standard is improving. If the road is

metalled, the people would have got other opportunities as well. Of course, even

the dusty road (Dhule road) has provided them with a lot of opportunities. But
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they are aspiring for metalled road to see the quantitative and qualitative in the

opportunities for themselves and for their placed.. Definitely the motorable road

creates employment opportunities and extends marketing. So, it directly or

indirectly increases the income of the households. And this income leads to the

rise of desires towards providing education to their children and also better quality

of life. They also think of exporting their goods as well.

7.1.3 Impact of Electricity

Nepal is considered to be the second richest country of the world in the

potentiality of hydroelectricity. Nepal has not been able to tap this valuable

resource as yet. Large section of the population is deprived of electricity and

industries and industrial development of the country has been hampered by the

shortage of electricity. The domestic and other use of electricity is very much

limited in the places even in the urban and rural areas where it is available, due to

quite high and expensive price as well as due to the poor economic condition of

the people in many villages. As a result a large section of the people are deprived

of electricity. Electricity plays vital role in the developmental processes. In this

study area of Dangse village, it provides many facilities. All of these villagers are

happy to have access to electricity because of their high level of income from

foreign army services and pensions. The people have brought the gadgets like the

television, cassette player, radio, V.C.D./VC.R/D.V.D. etc in daily use. The survey

shows that the Magar households of this village own nine televisions, seven

V.C.D., one D.V.D., one V.C.R., twenty cassette players, one fridge and two solar

light systems. Almost every household does have a radio set.   . Nowadays more

than 90 percent of the people use electricity. In the Dangse village, out of 48

Magar households, 5 households have not used electricity because of their

economic problem and other technical problems. Anyway, the electricity has

provided positive impact on this village.
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7.2 Other Developments

Although the Magars of this study area are not poor in financial resources, they are

backward in education. The number of the highly educated people is rather small.

Because of the trend of joining the army and migrating to other countries, most of

the people pursue their education up to the secondary level. Nowadays, there are

very few seats in the British army for Nepalese youths. Likewise, the Indian

government has also closed the recruit camps. The youths have been compelled to

start pursuing higher level of education than before.. The women have been able to

read and write letters since the introduction of informal adult education in this

village. Most of the women in the past had to depend on others to read and write

letters to their husbands working foreign army services through the help of others

and could not express their individual private affiars in the letter. Now they want

to communicate with their husbands by themselves freely and frankly in the letters

to their husbands. These literate women have established the organization called

Ama Samuha (Mothers' group) and have rendered various social services through

it. Slowly, people have started taking patients to the health post in time despite

they still believe in shamanism.

This village is moving on the path of development. As the development of

infrastructures like communication, electricity and transportation and the

association of the village in Waaling Municipality has resulted in its rapid

development. The numbers of highly educated Magars is rather small. The number

of government jobholders is also very small. Nevertheless, they are strong in their

financial aspect.

7.3 Source of Income

The main occupation of the indigenous ethnic groups is agriculture. Magars have

also adopted the agricultures as their main occupation. They are equally popular in

the army service. They are involved in the Nepalese, Indian and the British armies.
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In addition to there, Magars are equally skilful in building and bridge construction

and mining.

Table 15: Source of Income of Total Households (in Rupees)

Before 20 years Present(2004)

Sources Total Percent Total Percent

1. Agriculture 362.916 6.8 759,170 6.0

2. Livestock 1,183,480 22.0 1,695,250 13.8

3. Wage and pensions 3,809,700 71.0 9,735,600 79.8

4. Others (local labour) 10,000 0.1 50,000 0.4

Total 5,366,096 100.0 12195,020 100.0

Source: Field Survey, 2004

The table above shows that the Magars have derived the largest portion of income

from the wage labour and services. Livestock and cultivation come in the second

position. Their profession has not changed since the last twenty years. The Magars

always give top priority to the army service. If they didn’t join the army, they

would migrate to other countries. However, there was no trend of migrating to

other countries twenty years ago. But the number of joining the army was larger.

Nowadays, this number has become smaller. Only 15 persons are on service

whereas 33 people are retired soldiers, which account for 31.25 and 68.75

percentage respectively. This trend of joining has been replaced by the trend of

migrating to other countries (Gulf countries) as a labourer. However, the people

have adopted other works as per the demand of time.

There is no change in agriculture. The livestock has dropped down. There are a

few pieces pastureland. There is lack of grass. Previously, every household was

supposed to raise pigs. Now the situation has changed.
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7.4 Food Sufficiency

The army service, migration to other countries etc are adopted as secondary

alternatives. More than 62 percent of Magars were engaged in agriculture twenty

years ago. There was no trend of migrating to other countries at that time. At that

time, they used to join army. The number of joining the army was comparatively

larger.

At that time, 33 people were soldiers and two persons held permanent job in India.

Now only 15 people have joined army. The trend of migrating to other countries is

rising. So, the living standard has sharply gone up.

Table 16: Food Sufficiency Duration (in households)

S.N. Time period Households Percent

1 Less than six Months 11 22.92

2 Six months 25 52.08

3 Eight months 8 16.67

4 Whole year 4 8.33

5 Total 48 100.00

Source: Field Survey, 2004

The food sufficiency is rather poor in this village. Among forty-eight households,

only four households manage to grow food enough for the whole year. It occupies

only 8.33 percent whereas 91.67 percent people cannot manage food enough from

their cultivation for the whole year. They maintain their food sufficiency through

army service and foreign labour. That’s why they tend to adopt army service and

migration to foreign countries for their survival.
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Fig. 5: Food Sufficiency Duration
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7.5 Household Expenditure of Magars

Food, clothes and shelter are the basic needs of life. Entertainment has been also

another need at present. Magars are regarded as a very rich indigenous ethnic

group in their culture. They are well known for their habit of celebrating many

festivals, and indulging themselves into various kinds of entertainment. Likewise,

wine and meat are the dishes, which are essential even to welcome the guests. No

festival can be imagined in the absence of wine and meat. So, the Magars emerge

as extravagant in term of their expenditure in their festivities and entertainment.

Their expenditures on food, clothes and festivities are given below:

Table 17: Household Expenditure of Magars

S.N. Yearly Expenditure (in NRs.) Households
1 Less than 24,000 5
2 24000-48,000 15
3 48000-72,000 14
4 72000-96,000 7
5 96000-1,20,000 4
6 1,20,000-1,44,000 2
7 Above 1,44,000 1
8 Total 48
Source: Field survey, 2004
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The survey shows that they spend from Rs. 12,000 to Rs. 6,05,460 per year. This

gap is resulted by the difference in the number of the family members and their

source of income. Some households don’t consist of even a single earning person

and some households consist 34 members including six people engaged in the

army. The average Magar family members are 6.90 persons per home.

7.6 Food Consumption of Magars in the Study Area

As this area lies in the hilly region, it is suitable for maize, millet, paddy, wheat,

mustard etc. But the products are not enough to feed the people of this village.

Only millet is produced in a large quantity. But it is consumed within the village.

Previously, maize rice, millet’s dhido, bread and rice of paddy used to be the

major dishes of Magars in this village. At present, Magars, however, have paddy

rice by importing it in a large amount from other places. They are surprised to

learn that the Magars of other places take buff because they don not take buff.

They believe that their Kul Deuta doesn’t favour it. They sacrifice cocks, sheep,

goats etc. However, pork is the main meat course of this village. One can’t think

of any festival without pork. They go to even other villages to fetch the pork.

Local beer (Jaand) and local wine are also popular drinks.

They welcome guests with chicken and drinks. They buy drinks if they aren’t

available at home. However, they make the Jaand of millet and rice at their home

as far as possible. They use “Jaand” as Arni. Previously, the use of drinks wine

was free. Nowadays the youths of the village are advised not to have these drinks.

Sometimes, they sell their drinks.

7.7 Magar Clothes and Ornaments

The identity of any person depends on the attire and ornaments he/she wears. In

Nepal, all indigenous groups have their own dress and ornaments. Magars used to

wear Gado, a typical dress made of Bhangra, and Kachhad. Similarly, females
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used to wear Gado and Lungi, a typical Sari. But males nowadays wear Bhoto,

Coat, Gado, Kachhad and Cap and also Khurpeto on their waist and women wear

their typical dresses (Dhakakocholi, Makhamalicholi, Lungi and Patuki) with

various kinds of golden ornaments like Sirphul, Bulanki, Sirbandi, Chandrama

kanta, Madahari, Shilmundri, Dhungri, Cheptesun, Phuli and Bulanki,

Kanthamala and jantar, Churi and Khurpeto. Because of the influence of the

western culture, the young people of Magar community tend to ignore these

typical dresses. Nowadays, the use of dress made in the foreign countries has been

popular. So, they have forgotten their typical dress. At present, the young boys

wear jeans pants, t-shirt, readymade jacket, shoes, cap etc whereas women and

young girls wear long skirts, blouse, T-shirt, patuki. Likewise, they put on kundal

on their ears, Phooli on nose, and necklace in the neck. The typical Magar culture

is in crisis because of modernization and effect of westernization. The effect of

other castes and the effect of cinema, the attempt to copy the foreign culture etc

have edged the typical Magar culture. In such a context, the Magars have tried to

conserve their typical culture by establishing Nepal Magar Association and its

sister associations.

7.8 Resource Utilization

The resources gifted to human beings by nature are called natural resources. Until

these natural resources are not brought into use, they are valueless. Human beings

bring these resources in various uses by utilizing their intelligence. After all, these

resources are very essential for human beings. So, they turn such passive resources

into active resources for the development. Thus, resources constitute a challenge,

which may or may not be accepted by human mind.71 They acquire a dynamic

71 Shran Hari Shrestha, “Economic Geography of Nepal”, Educational enterprise P.V.T. Ltd, Kathmandu,
1998. P. 73.
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character largely through changes introduced by man.72 Natural resources mainly

include soil, energy, mineral, air, water, forest etc.

Because of the illiteracy and lack of awareness, people have destroyed these

resources by utilizing them haphazardly. If we did not prevent such destruction,

our existence too would have no guarantee. Malla and Shrestha: “The basic

emphasis is on the effort to save their natural resources not only for the present

generation but also for the many generations yet to come.”

The present study does not make very deep observation of the resource utilization

of the study area. However, it attempts to study the resources available in the study

area their utilization in brief.

Although the land is not much fertile and the irrigation facility is not available,

maize, millet, wheat, mustard etc are the main crops of this area. For paddy, they

depend on rain. As it rains, they plant paddy and irrigate water through canal

(Kulo). The winter crops are planted in the paddy field only. They plant wheat and

mustard as the winter crops. They plant winter paddy in swampy field and lowland

areas as they consist of water enough for cultivation. The land of this area has

been categorized into three groups: Doem, Sim and Chahar.

The presence of forest is almost ignorable. So, the people face the crisis of

firewood very often. There are only a few shrubs in the name of community forest.

It is called common forest as well. This area consists of very small number of big

trees. However, four households own 12 ropani of private forest. They don not

face any crisis of firewood.

The study area consists of considerable resources of water. However, they have

not been properly utilized. So, people have to face problem of drinking water. One

2 Fisher, J. L. “Role of Natural Resources in Economic Development, Principles and problem,”
London, 1962, P.32.
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can easily guess that they do not have reserving system to collect their water. The

water originated from this village provides enough drinking water to two wards of

Waaling Municipality. Now, all the households enjoy the clean drinking water

through water pipeline. The distance of the tap is hardly 5 meters away from every

household. It is certain that the living standard of this place would upgrade should

they plant cash crops by arranging irrigation facility by collecting the available

water in reservoir.

7.9 Seasonal Variation in Livelihood

Despite the agriculture is the main occupation of the Magars of this village, the

migration to foreign countries is also equally popular. There is no irrigation

facility. They have to depend on rain for their agriculture. Had there been

irrigation facility, the people would have been benefited. They plant major crops

in the rainy season and harvest them the autumn/winter. Then they plant wheat and

mustard as the winter crops in the paddy field but the rest of the field remains

uncultivated. Then they collect firewood enough for the rainy season. They make

mats, spread organic fertilizer and they plough the field often in rains in

March/May.

The migrants tend to get back home after staying for about two or three years in

the foreign countries. The same happens with the soldiers. They try to come to

village in the busy season (June/July and November/December) so that they could

help their families. Despite the fact that they earn money from other jobs, they are

equally involved in the agriculture.

7.10 Occupational Change

Cultivation and livestock are regarded as major occupations of Magars. So,

Magars are called the Bhumiputras of this country. They are closely affiliated to

cultivation, cattle raising, forest, ravines, hunting etc. Besides these, they’re
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equally skillful in the occupations like mining and timbering. In the recent years,

Magars however, have earned a big name in the army service. But their occupation

in the army is in crisis as the recruit camps are dwindling day by day. They have

been deprived of other opportunities due to the lack of education. So, they are

forced to work as foreign labourers in India, Gulf countries and other countries.

There is a rising trend among the uneducated Magars to go to gulf countries as

well as other countries. The educated ones want to do something in their own

country. But the financial problem emerges as a great problem as their earnings

tend to be comparatively smaller than that of the earnings in the foreign countries.

Moreover, they are used to extravagant lifestyle. So, even the educated youths are

migrated to foreign countries because of the nexus of problems like

unemployment, extravagant lifestyle, hankering for money as so on.

Surprisingly, the oral field observation shows that the youths get back home in the

end to handle their cultivation and livestock at last albeit they are engaged in

various jobs within and outside the country.

Framework of Occupational Change

Labour and other Services
(India)

A
G
R
I
C
U
L
T
U
R
E

Agriculture, Livestock and Mining

Army Service
(British, India and Nepal)

Less army service and International Labour
Migration

(Gulf Countries, India and Other
Countries)
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CHAPTER-VIII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

8.1 Summary

Magars, the largest among indigenous ethnic communities of Nepal, are deprived

of privileges. Their main occupation is agriculture and livestock. So they are

known as a Bhumiputras of this country. Besides they are equally well known in

mining and army service. They had been rulers, when there were Baise-Chaubise

states throughout this kingdom. Their rule came to an end with the murder of Man

Singh Khadka Magar, the last king of Gorkha state, by Drabya Shaha, the king of

Lamjung, with the help of Gangaram Rana Magar in 1616 V.S. (Shree Sake 1481).

Magars, who are disseminated throughout all 75 districts of Nepal, live near the

forests, as they are skillful in hunting. Geographically, their main habitat is the

hilly region. Out of this hilly region, Magars are highly populated in the western

region as well as mid western region. That’s why it is also called the place of

origin of Magars. This area is called Magarraj, Maharlik or Magarat as Magars

kings used to rule over this place. Magars have their own typical language and

culture. They are rich in their culture. They speak mainly two languages: Athara

Magarat (Kham/Pang) language and Barha Magarat (Magar language) language.

Besides these languages, the Magars of Dolpa speak Kaike language. All these

three language fall under Tibeto-Burmese language family.

This study is micro-level study, which deals with the livelihood strategy and

occupational change of the Magars living in ward no. 10, Dangse village, which

lies in Waaling Municipality of Syangja district. Since no study has been

conducted on Magars, the present study highlights ethno-history, occupation,

demographic structure, socio-cultural aspects, effects of development process

(especially, road and electricity) and various aspects of livelihood. It is based on
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both the primary and the secondary sources as well as qualitative and quantitative

questionnaires.

Out of the total area 124495.40 hector of Waaling municipality, this ward occupies

12317.75 hector. Out of total population, Magars have occupied 18.32 percent.

There are other ethnic groups like Bahun, Kshetri, Thakuri, Jogi (Kunwar),

Khawas (Bogati), Newar, Sarki, Kami, and Damai etc. The Magar is the dominant

among all the ethnic groups.

Although the occupation of Magars is cultivation, neither they totally depend on

cultivation nor on other occupation. They give topmost priority to army service.

They would migrate to foreign countries in order to earn money if they failed to

join the army. They also go to India as seasonal labourers. Their main sources of

income are army service and the foreign employment. They are involved in

cultivation and livestock when they get back home. Out of the total income,

foreign labour, army service and pensions occupy 79.80 percent. Therefore, it

would be appropriate to say their main occupations are army service and foreign

employment. On the other, cultivation and livestock occupy only 19.80 percent.

Twenty years ago, cultivation and livestock used to occupy 28 percent whereas the

army service and pension used to occupy 71 percent. But people used to go to

India only as foreign labourers. The trend to go abroad had not started yet. At that

time, there were more soldiers. Now their number is dwindling. At present, there

are 15 soldiers on service and 33 pensioners. The number of the international

labourers is 25. Out of 48 Magar households, each household consists of one

soldier in average (including pensioners).

Out of the total Magar population, females occupy 45.62 percent and males

occupy 54.38 percent. Sex ratio is 119.20 percent, which is regarded as high sex

ratio. Because of the larger number of active population, dependency ratio is

comparatively smaller. It is 48.87 percent. As far as literacy rate is concerned, 87
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percent people are literate in this ward, which is even higher than that of Waaling

municipality as a whole. However, these literates are either merely literates or are

under SLC. Only 10 people have passed higher education. Although the village

does have road access, the vehicles cannot ply on it throughout the years. As it is

dusty, it gets muddy in the rainy season. So, the villagers collect foodstuff and

other necessary goods before the rainy season. They collect firewood during the

winter season. Because of the electricity, the electric gadgets have become

indispensable. However, it has triggered positive impacts than negative ones.

The Magars are not very much clear about their religion. They get their rituals

performed with the help of the Hindu Bahun priest. However, the Kutumba’s

presence is equally important. They celebrate their own typical festivals along

with festivals celebrated by other Hindus. They have their own Poojas. As they

believe in shamanism, they worship spirit (Bayu), Jhakri, Bhayar, witch, and other

deities. Likewise, they perform Kulpooja and Bayu pooja of the Mangshir full

moon with great pomp and show. They also celebrate the festivals like Dashain

and Tihar in an extravagant way. The Magars, who indulge themselves in such

pleasures, are rich in culture. Rodhi, Dohori, Salaiju are the characteristic features

of the culture of the Magars of this village. It’s a great dilemma that only a handful

of Magars speak Magar language, and it is deteriorating day by day. Instead,

Nepali has become the primary language.

Likewise, they earn more from army service and foreign employment rather than

from agriculture despite the fact that agriculture is their main occupation.

Consequently, agriculture emerges as a secondary occupation. Their saving is

rather small because of their extravagant lifestyle. Despite the fact that the literacy

rate is satisfactory, they are literate only but not highly educated. Their education

is not sufficient for bureaucratic jobs. Nevertheless, the living standard of this

study area is regarded as the strong one because of remittance.
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8.2 Conclusion

Magars, who were rules when there were Baise-Chaubise states, had contributed a

lot in the unification of the modern Nepal. Magars are the largest among the

indigenous ethnic communities. They have earned great reputation for their

bravery in the army service all over the world. Surprisingly, they have become one

of the underprivileged, backward, poor and illiterate groups. Moreover, they are in

crisis as their religion is not clear and their culture is deteriorating day by day.

Magars have adopted Bahun culture without any grudge. That’s why they are

regarded as honest, straightforward and helpful. At present, the Magars from every

part of Nepal are engaged in the expedition of preserving their culture and

alleviation of poverty.

The Magarat area is the origin place of Magars. This area has been divided into

Athara Magarat and Barha Magarat, where they speak Pang/Kham language and

Magar language respectively. However, the Magars of Dolpa district speaks Kaike

language. Magars, who have their own identity, are fond of living together. They

are helpful and co-operative.

Apparently, the Magar community is patriarchal but it is matriarchal in reality.

The males tend to be outside home most of the time, and the females have to run

the houses. The males face a great social and familial pressure either to join army

or to go abroad for foreign employment. That’s why they cannot pursue education

up to higher levels. They cannot go beyond primary or secondary level. The

females cannot pursue their education up to the higher levels since there is the

social belief that women don’t need to study more as they have to go to the houses

of other people. Although the literacy rate is 87.1 percent, only one woman and

nine men have pursued higher education so far.

Despite the fact they have the occupations like cultivation, mining, carpentry,

masonry, and livestock their main occupation is the army service. So, cultivation
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along with other traditional occupations has become the secondary occupation.

Previously, a few people used to go to India for labour even if they failed to join

the army. They used to be engaged in their cultivation. At present, they are

undergoing a crisis as the army service is dwindling day by day. As more than 70

percent of their income is contributed by remittance, their life has become more

painful. Although they have no access to permanent government jobs, they have

adopted international labour migration as the alternative occupation. As the

foreign armies also look for educated youths, the present Magar youths are paying

more attention to their studies. Since there is no certainty in the army service, they

have established a trend to migrate to foreign countries. That’s why the number of

foreign labourers is greater than that of the service army. Contrarily, the number of

soldiers was great whereas there was not even a single foreign labourer. In all, the

Magars of this area have adopted the alternative occupation to earn their

livelihood. The present youths can’t earn hand to mouth from the traditional

occupation of their ancestors. That’s why they have go abroad to be international

labourers. However, they get back to their cultivation, as the foreign employment

does not yield any pension at all. Interestingly, even the pensioners have also been

engaged in cultivation.

Dangse village is a very beautiful place. Magars enjoy majority in this village. The

facilities like electricity and motorable road have added another beautiful

dimension to this village. The electricity has reached almost every household.

They equally enjoy the road access. Although the road is dusty, the people think

that it has positive impacts as they can transport their goods. Because of lack of

the daily routine of vehicles, they have to wait for them. Some people think that

only negative aspect about road is it has encroached into the private land. The life

has become more comfortable because of electricity. They have been able to use

electric gadgets like cassettes player, television etc. It, however, has a few

negative impacts on people. The people waste their time brooding over the
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television instead of doing their works. The youngsters have forgotten their own

typical culture and taken resort to Indian and English songs and movies because of

music system and DVD system. Jhyaure, Rodhi, Dohori etc are deteriorating.

Nevertheless, these facilities have contributed a lot for the development of the

village.

In conclusion, the occupation of Magars of this study area is in crisis. So, they

have taken resort to the foreign employment. And the foreign employment has

been established as an established trend. The cultivation yields rather little income

because of their active involvement in the international labour. They have been

earning their livelihood from the international labour. Although Magars are not

financially poor, they have not paid much attention to education. Moreover, the

society, too, encourages the youths to join army or to migrate to foreign countries

instead of pursuing education. The soldiers are highly esteemed in the society. As

the army service is in crisis, the youths are compelled to migrate to foreign

countries.

Though there is a good arrangement of drinking water, the people have to face

water crisis due to the lack of reservoir to collect water. There is no irrigation

facility. The vehicles cannot ply on this road during the rainy season, as it gets

muddy. The people have got to collect grains from Waaling Bazar since their

cultivation does not yield enough for the whole year. The lifestyle of people is

extravagant because of illiteracy and the tendency to indulge themselves into

pleasures. So the saving is rather little albeit they have fairly substantial income.

There is every possibility that the Magars, who are used to earning their livelihood

from army service and pensions, may encounter the economic crisis in the days

ahead because of their dependence on the temporary jobs like foreign

employment.
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8.3 Recommendation

J The cultivation still depends on indigenous knowledge. They must

be provided with the trainings on the scientific techniques of

cultivation. Moreover, they must be provided with other job oriented

trainings so that people could find jobs within the country.

J The government must manage reserve system and allocate certain

quotas in various aspects including education and bureaucracy.

J The government must launch the appropriate programmes to

preserve the typical Magar culture.

J Attempts must be made from all levels (village, organization and the

government) in order to preserve the salient features of Magar

culture like the Magar languages and culture (Rodhi, Salaijo,

Dohori, Chudka jhyure, Maruni, Kaurha etc).

J The villagers must be encouraged to invest their money instead of

spending it in indulging themselves into festivals and other

pleasures.

J The Magars, who are compelled to migrate to foreign countries,

must educate their children so that they will get jobs within the

country.

J The road must be topped so that even the heavy vehicles could ply

all round the year.

J They have to water crisis time and again due to the lack of reservoir.

So, the government should arrange a reservoir in order to collect

water.

J In order to increase food sufficiency, there must be good

arrangements of drainage and drains for the irrigation facility.

J Although Dangse is geographically a bit far away from the main

Waaling bazar, the municipality must pay as much attention to this
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ward as it does to other wards so that the people of this area could

enjoy the facilities provided by the municipality.

J Despite the fact the houses are scattered, the electricity pole must not

be founded at the distance of more than 100 meters away from the

consumer households. If need be, the municipality must arrange it.
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ANNEXES

Annex-I

Distribution of Magar Population by District

Districts

Name

1991 2001

Male Female Total Male Female Total

Taplejung 524 495 1049 602 549 1151

Pachthar 2692 2734 5426 3176 3213 6389

Illam 5971 6065 12006 7254 7242 14496

Jhapa 6430 6261 12691 6791 6766 13557

Morang 9495 9130 18625 10839 11431 22270

Sunsari 3733 3643 7376 4974 5080 10054

Dhankuta 6998 7034 14032 7953 8212 16165

Terhathum 1057 1111 2168 1198 1243 2441

Sankhuwasabha 2108 2177 4285 2470 2547 5017

Bhojpur 3932 4138 8070 4171 4385 8556

Solukhumbu 2139 2258 4397 2362 2588 4950

Okaaldhunga 6680 7173 13853 7697 8555 16252

Khotang 4033 4174 8207 4924 4967 9891

Udayapur 15705 16147 31852 19890 19831 39721

Saptari 1090 1098 2188 1200 1208 2408

Siraha 2489 2332 4821 3566 3479 7045

Dhanusha 3777 3503 7280 4048 3833 7881

Mahatari 6031 5921 11952 7282 6903 14185

Sarlahi 6458 6363 12821 7543 7398 14941

Sindhuli 15797 16015 31812 19788 19887 39675

Ramechhap 9410 10499 19909 10875 12330 23205

Dolakha 1302 1384 2686 1657 1735 3392
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Sindhupalchok 2548 2441 4989 2335 2243 4578

Kabhrepalanchok 5569 5766 11335 6592 6834 13426

Lalitpur 3554 3320 6874 6069 5747 11816

Bhaktapur 1158 952 2110 1945 1734 3679

Kathmandu 8092 7059 15151 18910 16151 35061

Nuwakot 2842 2846 5688 3205 3270 6475

Rasuwa 300 254 554 296 271 567

Dhading 11515 11684 23199 13951 14724 28675

Makawanpur 7966 7782 15748 9017 8922 17939

Rautahat 1590 1575 3165 2101 2086 4187

Bara 2136 2030 4166 2805 2651 5456

Parsa 957 909 1866 1143 1033 2176

Chitawan 7257 7364 14621 9694 9949 19643

Gorkha 13339 14982 28321 15189 17489 32678

Lamjung 2364 2671 5035 1767 1787 3554

Tanahu 33418 36396 69814 39497 44835 84332

Syangja 27567 32108 59675 30809 36436 67245

Kaski 7078 7536 14614 11550 11972 23522

Manang 61 35 96 64 27 91

Mustang 412 245 657 581 333 914

Mygdi 20495 23273 43768 21956 25864 47820

Parbat 7042 8276 15318 7791 9133 16924

Baglung 30914 34691 65605 34624 39926 74550

Gulmi 24138 28671 52809 26751 32372 59123

Palpa 54695 61999 116694 64273 72477 136750

Nawalparasi 35554 36909 72463 47137 49744 96881

Rupandehi 20672 21955 42627 29879 32369 62248

Kapilbastu 3473 3559 7032 5093 5157 10250
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Arghakhanchi 13778 15185 28963 16252 17826 34078

Pyuthan 24569 27537 52106 30477 34646 65123

Rolpa 36542 41304 79846 44338 47598 91936

Rukum 19449 20135 39584 22058 21563 43621

Salyan 14128 14096 28224 5298 5147 10445

Dang 19159 19899 39058 27173 28538 55711

Banke 7637 7656 15293 10390 10521 20911

Bardiya 4321 4262 8583 5342 5425 10767

Surkhet 22934 23134 46068 27689 27979 55668

Dailekh 8693 8686 17379 11022 11208 22230

Jajarkot 5082 4886 9968 5956 5765 11721

Dolpa 1487 1557 3044 1404 1498 2902

Jumla 51 31 82 76 29 105

Kalikot 130 126 256 211 146 357

Mugu 49 22 71 48 8 56

Humla 36 5 41 51 46 97

Bajura 45 43 88 141 89 230

Bajhang 44 41 85 38 30 68

Achham 449 440 889 812 749 1561

Doti 2109 2216 4325 2981 2805 5786

Kailali 7945 7775 15720 12209 11704 23913

Kanchanpur 2477 2339 4816 3583 3418 7001

Dadeldhura 1621 1534 3155 1861 1793 3654

Baitadi 84 63 147 84 99 183

Darchula 9 8 17 50 45 95

SOURCE: - C.B.S.1991/2001
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Annex-II

Magar Population by Development Region

Dev.

Region

Census Year & population

1991 2001

MALE FEMALE TOTAL PERCENT MALE FEMALE TOTAL PERCENT

E.D.R. 75106 75940 151046 11.28 89067 91296 180363 11.12

C.D.R 98259 97667 195926 14.63 129256 127701 256957 15.84

W.D.R. 295000 328491 623491 46.55 353213 397747 750960 46.29

M.W.D.R. 166276 173336 339603 25.36 191533 200117 391650 24.14

F.W.D.R. 14783 14459 29242 2.18 21759 20732 42491 2.61

Grand

Total

649415 689893 1339308 100% 784828 837593 1622421 100%

SOURCE: C.B.S.1991/20
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Annex-III

Density and Growth Rate of Magar Population by Development Region

DEVELOPMENT

REGION

Census Year &Population

1991 2001

Area in

sq.km.

Total Magar

population

Density/Person Total Magar

Population

Density/Person Growth

Rate

E.D.R. 28456 151046 5.31 180363 6.34 0.09

C.D.R. 27410 195926 7.15 256957 9.37 0.03

W.D.R. 29398 623491 21.26 750960 25.54 0.02

M.W.D.R. 42378 339603 8.01 391650 9.24 0.01

F.W.D.R. 19539 29242 1.50 42491 2.17 0.04

Grand Total 14711 1339308 9.10 1622421 11.02 0.02

SOURCE: - C.B.S.1991/2001
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Annex-IV

Destribution of Magar by Ecological Religion

cological Religion Census year and & population
1991 2001

Male Female Total Percent Male Female Total Percent Growth Rate
MOUNTAIN 11245 11152 22397 1.67 12386 12386 24570 1.51 0.01
E.D.R. 4771 4960 9731 0.73 5434 5434 11118 0.68
C.D.R. 4150 4079 8229 0.62 4288 4288 8537 0.53
W.D.R. 473 280 753 0.06 645 645 1005 0.06
M.W.D.R 1753 1741 3494 0.26 1790 1790 3517 0.22
F.W.D.R. 98 92 190 0.02 229 229 393 0.02
HILL 484457 525290 1009747 75.39 569650 569650 1186366 73.12 0.02
E.D.R. 47068 48546 95614 7.14 56263 56263 113911 7.02
C.D.R. 65903 65923 131826 9.84 90352 90352 179951 11.09
W.D.R. 234826 265790 500616 37.38 270459 270459 580576 35.78
M.W.D.R 132397 140778 273175 20.40 146838 146838 300744 18.45
F.W.D.R. 4263 4253 8516 0.64 5738 5738 11184 0.69
TERAI 152681 154483 307164 23.00 202792 202792 411485 25.36 0.03
E.D.R. 23237 22464 45701 3.43 27370 27370 55334 3.41
C.D.R. 28206 27665 55871 4.18 34616 34616 68469 4.22
W.D.R. 59699 62523 122122 9.13 82109 82109 169379 10.44
M.W.D.R 31117 31817 62934 4.72 42905 42905 87389 5.39
F.W.D.R. 10422 10114 20536 1.54 15792 15792 30914 1.91
GRAND TOTAL 649415 689893 1339308 100 784828 784828 1622421 100 0.02
SOURCE: - C.B.S.1991/2001
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Annex-V

Development Region wise Magar Population by Magar Language

Development

Region

Census year & Population

1991 2001

Speaking Total

Magar

Percentage Speaking Total

Magar

Percentage Growth

Rate

E.D.R. 105705 151046 69.98 139996 180363 77.62 -

C.D.R. 74445 195926 38.00 106368 256957 41.40 -

W.D.R. 213244 623491 34.20 402943 750960 53.66 -

M.W.D.R. 32367 339603 9.53 99349 391650 25.37 -

F.W.D.R. 4503 292402 15.40 21460 42491 50.50 -

Grand Total 430264 1339308 32.13 770116 1622421 47.47 0.06

Source: - C.B.S. 1991/2001
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Annex-VI

Whole Population and Magar Population by Ecological Region

Eco-

region

Census year & population

1991 2001

Nepal

Popn

Total

Mgr

Mgr

percent

Nepal

Popn

Total

Mgr

Mgr

percent

Mountain 1378130 22397 1.63 1687859 24570 1.46

Hill 8339991 1009747 12.11 10251111 1186366 11.57

Terai 8772976 307164 3.50 11212453 411485 3.67

Total 18491097 1339308 7.24 23151423 1622421 7.01

Source: - C.B.S. 1991/2001
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Annex-VII

Questionnaire for Household Survey

Occupational Change and Livelihood Strategies among Magar Community in Dangse, Ward no.10, of

Waaling Municipality, Syangja

Household Survey
Respondent_____________________________Caste/Ethnicgroup/clan________________Natal vill/Muni/Dist.

_______________________

Current Address (Vill/Muni/Ward) _______________________________________________Household Number

________________________

Date of Visit ______________________________Sex________ Age________Religion________Tole’s name________

Full Name of
Respondent

Relation to
Respondent

Sex Age Marital
Status

Occupation
Education*

Remarks
I

(present)
20 yrs.

ago
II

(present)
20 yrs.

ago

*
Literate, Illiterate, Class/Level/Degree.
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Origin, Movement and Settlement

a) How long have you been a resident of this place?

b.)    Where is your place of origin?

District ______________ Municipality/VDC _____________ Ward ___

Village _____

c) When did you come here? Year _________

d) When did you leave your place of origin? Year _________

e) Did you come alone? Yes [    ] No [    ]

f) If no, how many were there in your group? Number _______

g) Why did you choose this place to settle? i) ii)

h) Do you still own property at your place or origin? Yes [    ] No [    ]

i) If yes, what kind of property? i) ii)

Traditional Occupation and Involvement

a) Do you follow traditional occupation? Yes [    ] No [    ]

b. 1) If yes, which traditional occupation have you adopted? (Choose adopted

occupation).

i) Farming [   ]    ii) Mining [   ]    iii) Recruits Army [   ]

iv) Foreign Labour [   ]

2) If no, you never did? Yes [    ] No [    ]

c) If no, when did you stop? i) Within 20 yrs. ii) Before 20 yrs.

d) Did your father do the same? Yes [    ] No [    ]
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e) If yes, rank the importance of income from this occupation.

Primary [    ] Secondary [    ] Tertiary [    ]

g) If yes, has your son also adopted this occupation? Yes [    ] No [    ]

h) If no, what is the reason? i) Education [    ] ii) Services [    ]

iii) Business [    ] iv) other (specify) __________

Agricultural Practices
a) Land ownership Information (in Ropani)

Land

type

Owned

land
Categories*

Inherited

from parents

Bought

within

20 yrs.

Bought

before 20

yrs.

Khet

Bari

Kharbari

i) Have you sold or bought land during these last 20 yrs.?

Sold: Yes [    ] No [    ] Bought: Yes [    ] No [    ]

ii) If yes, why?

Lend

type
Categories

Bought

(Ropani)

Price

(Rs.)

Sold

(Ropani)
Price (Rs.)

Khet

Bari

Kharbari

Has there been any partition of land in the last 20 years? Yes [    ] No [    ]

If yes, name of the original household head:.......................................name of

the new household head: ....................................................................

*
Abbal, Doyam, Sim and Chahar
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Share of land property received (in Ropani):

Khet ______________,     Bari ______________,     Kharbari

______________

b) Information of Share Cropping

i) Have you given your land for share cropping? Yes [    ] No [    ]

ii) Have you taken land for sharecropping? Yes [    ] No [    ]

iii) If yes,

Land

type

Land taken for share cropping Land given for share cropping

Ropani
Crops

type

Production

(kg.)
Ropani

Crops

type

Production

(kg.)

Khet

Bari

Kharbari

c) Information on Livestock

Sex Buff. Cattle Goats Pigs Chicken Ducks Others

Male

Female

i) Do you sell your livestock products? Yes [    ]          No [    ]
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ii) If yes,

Livestock

production
Milk (Lt.)

Price

(Rs.)

Meat purpose

(kg.)
Price (Rs.)

Buffalo

Cattle

Goat

Pigs

Chicken

Ducks

Others

d) Information on Expenditure

A) Where are your children studying? And how many?

a) [Government school   [        ]           b) Boarding school    [ ]

B) What festivals do you celebrate?

....................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

Yearly Expenditure

Drinking

water

Electricity Food Clothes Medicine Education Festivals Fuel Others

Development (Road and Electricity) & Changing Practices

a) What developments have you noticed over the last 20 years?

i) Road construction [    ] ii) Market expansion [    ] iii) Schools [    ]

iv) Hospitals/Health post [    ] v) Building construction [    ]

vi) Electricity [   ]          vii) Others (specify)
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b) If yes, what type of effect?

i) Commercialized [ ] ii) Changed [    ] iii) Part time

c) If you have made change, what have you done to replace it?

i) ii)

d) If the market has expanded, has it any effects on your occupation?

Yes [    ] No [    ]

e) If yes, what type of effect? i) ii)

f) Have you been practicing any thing new due to the market expansion?

i) ii)

g) Which development activity in particular has affected your occupation the

most? (Give the name). i) ii)

h)     Which types of development activities do you need in your village?

.......................................................................................................................

i)      Which Types of help do you want to do?

a) Cash b) Labour c) Others

j)      Which types of change do you see specially social and cultural?

a) Negative (Specify) b) Positive (Specify)
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Annex -VIII

Livelihood Strategies KIs Questionnaire

Name: Address: Date: Age/Sex

1. When did your ancestors settle in this place?

2. Where did they come from?

3. What had they been doing earlier?

4. How many members are there in your family?

5. What do you think about Lahure Pratha and foreign employment?

6. Is it possible for you to fulfill your needs by depending on your

traditional occupations?

7. Are your children following your occupation?

8. In your opinion, which is the main festival?

9. What kinds of effects have been brought about by development process

in your society?

10. How many people have migrated to foreign countries from your family?

11. Is there scarcity of labourers for cultivation?

12. What are the burning problems of your village?
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Focus Group Discussion

Participants:

Place: Time:

1. What occupation has the Magars been pursuing in this place?

2. What is their current main occupation?

3. Which developmental plans have taken place during these last 20 years?

4. Which festivals do you celebrate? And how do you celebrate them?

5. How do you conduct various cultural practices like marriage, funeral

rites, worships and birth rites?

6. What do you think about foreign employment?

7. What do you think about joining the job within the country by laying

emphasis on education?

8. What are differences between the previous and present occupations?

9. What kinds of positive and negative effects have been noticed?

10. How does economic condition look like?

11. What kind of access do Magars have to natural resources?


